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A lfOUR
GANG con~ 

denser of good, 
sturdy construction 
and reliable performance 0 
fits into the most popular ~ 
tuning requirement of the day. ~ 
It serves its purpose well with the ~ 
most popular screen grid designs, which ~ 
call for four tuned stages, including the de- ~ 
tector ~: 

" 
Ordinarily a good condenser of this type 

at the best discount you can contrive 
to about twice as 111 uch as is charged for 
the one illustrated and even then the trim
ming condensers are not included. The ques
tion then arises, has quality been sacrificed to 
meet a price? As a reply, read the twenty-six 
points~ of advantage. The first consideration 
was to build quality into the condenser. 

.~ , 
~ Points 01 , 

se 

The reason for the low price is that the 
condenser was manufactured in very large 
quantities and is sold to the consumer with 
only one handling between factory and him, 
at a price only 10% above the cost of produc
tion. 

Advantage! 
~ 

" ~ 
All claims are backed up by our guaranty

MONEY BACK IF IN FIVE DAYS AFTER 
RECEIPT OF CONDENSER YOU ARE NOT 
COMPLETEL Y SATISFIED. 

The Capacity is .00035 mfd. for each sec
tion. We haven't this condenser in any 

other capacity. The price is net to 
all, no matter what quantity. 

Order one shipped C. O. D. 
[Overall length is 11 inches.] 

5.DAY 
MONEY. BACK 

GUARANTY 

1 
HE desirability and depelldabllity of this condenser are 
attested by the followmg roster of features: 

( i)-Rigid steel frame. 
( 2)-Accurate mechanical alignment. 
{ 3)-Single steel shait. 
( 4)-Shaft supported at both ends and at the center. 
( S)-Accurate spacing of rotor and stator plates. 
(6)-Plates made of aluminum of uniform thickness. 
( 7)-StatOr plates shieJded f~om each ".ther .and from. external conductors. 
( 8)-Each section prOVIded WIth a bUllt·m adjustable tr.mmer condenser. 
( 9)-Steel spring be,:rings.. ~ 
nUl-Adjustable tenSIOn on oearlngs. 
(Il)-Shah and rotor plates removable. . 
(12)-Low minimum capacity in each sectton. 
(13)-Low loss insulation between stator and rotor plates. 
(l4)-Common rotor connection to steel frame., 
(15)-Each rotor attached to wmmon sh~ft WIth two s<;t screws. 
(16)-Exact equality of all condenser sectIOns at al! settmgs. 
(17)-Side and bottom mounting provisions. 
(18)-Straight line wavelength shape of plates. . 
(l9)-Brass soldering lug for each condenser stator, sectIOn. 
(20)-Capacity increases with counter clockwise rotatIon of shaft. 
(21)-Capacity of each section, .00035 mfd. 
(22)-Pla tes cannot short.' 
(23)-Easy tllrning shaft. 
(24)~WiIl last a lifetime. ~ 
(25)-Eleven rotor and eleven stator plates in each section. 
(26)-Weight (condenser alone), 3Y. lb •• 
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ix.-Circuit Tuner 
Development 'Progresses Encouragingly 

By Herman Bernard 
Managing Editor 

FIG. 1 

DIAGRAlv! OF 'rln;: THEORETICAL SIX-CIRCUIT TUNER, AS PRINTED LAST WEEK. THE VOLUME CON
TROL l'I~OVED INEFFECTIVE, BECAUSE OF PICKUP IN SUBSEQUENT STAGES· 

TIn last week's issHe, 291 h, was published a theoretical 
(;ircuits, for AC opem.tion. The 

be built, and a report render
coJlstilutes the l·epor/.-EDITOR.] 

diag1'am of a fUller usilli/ 
promise was made thai the 111111'1" 

cd this week. The followin[J ,. ,. 

A
s VI AS to be expected, the AC tuner, 1, discussed 

. theoretically last week, worb but its performance is not 
good enough to justify its duplication, for the following 

reasons: 
(1)--The circuit is 110t as selective as one would expect a six-

tuned-circuit tuner to be. 
(2)--There was enough stray pickup to enable distant recep-

tion without aerial or ground. 
(3)-The screen grid voltage on the first two tubes was so 

critical, that oscillation resulted or very wcak signals, and while 
it was possible to get "in between," is was too difficult. 

Remedies Exist for Troubles 

There are remedies for all three troubles, in fact some single 
remedy applies to all three. Tests will be made again and a re
port rendered next week, issue of April 12th. 

The diagram shown last week is republished this week as 
Fig. 1. Also another diagram is published, a new one, Fig. Z, 
showing the addition of a stage of resistance-coupled audio to the 
tuner, which addition will prove valuable, since distant stations 
then will come in with great volume. The detector biasillg is 
'11Ore easily standardized, too, when the DC plate load is known. 

As a power amplifier is to be used, anyway, i' will contain two 
stages of audio amplification, and the stage built into the tuner 
will afford three stages of audio. Besides, the output is so ar
ranged that it will feed directly into a Loftin-White power 
amplifier, ef which there are several good commercial ones avail
able, for instance Electrad's, or will feed into a push-pul! or 
other power amplifier, as will be explained. 

The advisability of the extra stage of audio was tested by 
adding it to the tuner described last week. 

Now, as for remedies for difficulties encountered with the 
tuner, Fig. 1, and which apply to Fig. 2 as well: 

Selectivity was good but not good enough. The trouble was 
not in the tuning condensers, for they represent as high a qual
ity of radio product as is manufactured, nor was it in the coils, 
~ince they were wound with correct number of turns and ac
curacy as to spacing, as well as position of the windings in re
spect to each other. The fact that \iVT AM, Cleveland, 0., and 
vVTIC, Hartford, Conn., were among the distant stations heard 
in New York City without aerial or ground proved that the 
leads themselves acted as miniature :1nt(,l1nas, and since the cir
('uit is very sensitive, this pickup was enough to enable repro
duction of distant stations at high volume on the speaker, when 
the power amplifier was used and the extra audio stage as well. 

Use of Shielding E:Ktended 

The situation calls for a shield placed over the bottom of the 
subpanel, so that all the wiring inside will be shielded against 
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FIG. 2 

REVISED _DIAGRAM, SHOWING A SIX-CIRCUIT TUNER WITH A STAGE OF AUDIO ADDED, _AND A FILTERED 
OUTPUT. A POWER AMPLIFIER OF ANY SORT, INCLUDING LOFTIN-WHITE, MAY BE CONNEC'rED TO P AND 
B-180, ALSO A PHONOGRAPH PICKUP. THE VOLUME CONTROL IS SHOWN IN A NEW POSJTION, ALTHOUGH 

PERHAPS ONLY TEMPORARILY, 

pickup 0'£ this interfering sort. Also, as an extra precaution 
against this condition, shielded antenna and plate leads ought 
to be used, no matter how short the lead may be, while any and 
every long lead should have the same sort of shielded wiring. 

For those not familiar with this type of wire, let it be known 
that the wire has a rubber insulation covering, and around the 
rubber is a braided tube of copper or other good conrlucting 
metal. The braided S'1dace is to be grounded by soldering to a 
ground bar. The braid is to be cut off %: inch from the con
nected ends, to prevent the grounded covering from contacting 
with a potential that may be other than ground, for instance, B 
IVlus. 

"\iVith these two precautions taken it should be almost impos
sible to pick up any signals without antenna connected to the 
aerial post, although so little as 18 inches of wire will consti
tute a working antenna. The tuner is that sensitive. 

More Selectivity Helps DX 
It should be pointed out at once that the main trouble with 

multi-tube radio frequency stages today is not low sensitivity 
but absence of sufficient selectivity. It is true indeed that sta
tions 20 kc apart could be separated without interference, where 
both stations delivered a strong signal, but from a six-circuit 
tuner more than that should be expected. When the selectivity 
is high enough the number of distant stations received increases 
greatly, for it is the inability adequately to discriminate among 
them that hinders reception of each of them at a time. 

The primaries were alike, as described in last week's issue, but 
the critical aspect of the screen grid voltage of the first two 
tubes should almost disappear when the Humber of turns on the 
primaries associated with this pair of tubes is halved. Still the 
sensitivity should be ample. And of course the selectivity in
creases somewhat, as the double hump in the resonance curve, 
due to. large primary impedence and tight coupling, becomes 
sharp 1l1stead. 

Selectivity well may be pressed to a higher level, and without 
injury to quality, as the band pass filter that precedes the first 
tube delivers a selected frequency for amplification. so that no 
amplification of nOH-selected frequencies takes place, except by 
the stray pickup we are going to avoid. 

Once a Pride, Now a Disaster 
It used to be a matter of pride to demonstrate a receiver that 

worked "without aerial or ground" connected thereto, although 
of cour$e there were in fact an aerial or a group of aerials, 
consisting of unshielded coils that acted as loops and associated 
wiring that acted as capacity antennas, and ground potential as 
well. But the idea of superiority attaching to such a receiver 
disappears when one realizes that such stray pickup applies 
to all stages, which means that a preponderating percentage of 
the stray pickup is deprived of the tuning benefits of antecedent 
<t"fYCS. Suppose wires connecting grids, screen grids and pla.tes 

:' TIP "",:,..l~c>rl H10 Pt101H!h energy 

to make reception possible. "\iVhat seleclion benefit would re
sult to this energy from use of the two previous stages of ampli
fication, with the three tuned circuits associated with them? 
As to this amount of pickup there would be nn selection prior 
to the stage in which the pickup took place. 

The diagram, Fig. 2, shows the same funtlarnental tuner 
with audio stage added, but the biasing taken off 
the voltage divider. This system worked out simplified 
the layout and construction. "\iVhat the resistance 
values should be will depend on the total of the volt-
age divided, as the problcm is one of the total re-
sistance used. The bleeder current need not exceed 20 rna, 
so if 180 volts are used the total resistance would not be less 
than 9,000 ohms. pue to small current the end, much of 
this part is not useful for connecting voltage divider 
with numerous taps at and around estimated resistance 
values, and with a large percentage of at the high end 
without taps, will solve the problem, even if other voltages 
than 180 volts -will be used for a practical voltage 
can be obtained even then for any IlHrpose. The voltage divi
sion problem is sti11 being studied, and lindings will be reported 
soon after being made. 

Mechanical A~"ect. 
Regarding the mechanical the tuning condcnsers are 

placed at left and right of a diaL As shown, the con-
denscrs are mounted on their But this produces an over-
all height of 8 inches, whereas 11 the condensers were mounted 
on their frame base the wonld come under the 7 inch 
limit, and thus the tUller be put into a standard table model 
ca binet. For console use 8 inch height is all right, but for 
the stand 7x21 inch cabinet it is not. However, the equal
izing condensers, now shown 011 top, would have to be at front 
or back. If in back they would be difficult of access, as the 
tubes would interfere. If in front they may be adjusted before 
the tuner is placed in cabinet or console, which is a good plan, 
since it puts the trimmers out of too-easy reach. "\Vhenever any
thing goes wrong with a (Uller the first impulse is to readjust 
the equalizers, whereas they are usually about the last things 
to go wrong. 

The' shield. bases are as close together now as they can go, 
but as there IS room to share at the center, the distance between 
the edges of the bases can be made 7/16 inch, which will have a 
tendency to reduce further the critical aspect of the screen grid 
voltages of the fin-t and second RF tubes, 

The Ground Bar. 
A copper bar is used as ground connection. That is, in

stead of the subpanei being used as grouud, although it too is 
grounded, the copper bar is preferred. This offers ~ lo~er 
resistance to the ground currents and reduces the undesired 
coupling between stages due to common impedance on the 
ground side. The bar need be 110 more than No. 9 copper 
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A VIEW OF 
THE SIX-CIR
CUIT TUNER 
AS WIRED BY 
THE AUTHOR, 
PRIOR TO 
TESTS WHICH 
WILL BE THE 
BASIS OF, 
NEXT WI<:ElC'S 
ARTICLE
STRUCTUHAL 
CHANGES 
W 1 L T, B Ii', 
MADE. 
VnJ,L 
VEALED 

\VEFK. 

t 1 • 
tlV 

;dtlwugh l1lechanical support is added when a thicker 
is \.1",,<1. 
if the in resistance is only a small fraction 

this ,Ii may be large in result where radio 
are cOllcerned. Better stability actually was proved 

(ill' case when this method of grounding was used. 
hill' is ('ollnect(,d from the ground binding post to an 

bar tliat stretches across the width of the subpanel. 
whenever a connection to ground is to be made, it goes 

direct to the ,not to some other wire that ultimately goes 
to the not to the subpallel, either. 

In snch sensitive tuners as the type under discussion, 
s('cmin!:'lv di/fccenccs, as in the method of grounding 
illtcrn:{l' aSSllme real importance. Such a tuner is 
like an on a tight rope. The slightest unbalance 

The 

but the data 

to the groundbindillg post but 
the width of the subpanel. 

cOllnecting the power amplifier AC 
if (ksir('<I, AC dynamic speaker, these 

single switch on the front panel con-

Windings of Coils. 

llti$ week are slightly different from those 
to the secondaries of the RF 

coil in the grid circuit of the 
week enabled coverage 01 the scale, 

while doing no less, makes the upper 

Favors Factory Sets 
The reliability a rec(:1ver depends largely 011 the rugged-

ness with which has 1)('(:11 constructed and the carefulness 
with which the soldering has ),een done. If there is much play 
between parts when tlw and other adjustable parts 

moved, there is danger connections will break. Also, 
unsuitable flux is used in soldering the circuit there is danger 

that wires will corrode and t 1m3 a circuit. On these 
pants the factory-made receiver unquestionably superior. 
Rigidity of the chassis and mggcdness of condensers and 
other parts features of commercial receivers. They are 
usually absent the home-construct set Likewise solder-
ing is done much better in because the right 
solder, the right flux, and ill the amounts are used. 
Moreover, commercial receivers are with flexible leads 
which allow much play without any danger of breaking. Many 
home-built receivers are still made with stiff wire which breaks 
easily. And in many instances dependance for permanence of 
connections is placed on solder alone, which breaks at the 
slightest provocation. Then, it often happens that a 
joint is not soldered at all but merely smeared with a daub 
of dirty metaL Such thing may happen to commercial receiv
ers, but the inspectors do not pass them. They are sent back 
to the wiring department for conection. . 

From all points of view that commercial and home-con
structed receivers are compared, the commercial receiver 
comes out ahead.-E. Eduard Miller. 

n h 

wavelength stations come in at numbers more nearly standard. 
The primaries arc different this week, as has been noted. Now 
there are 20 turns on the primaries of the first three trans
formers and 40 on the other two. 

As for the output, this is filtered, so that the P post may be 
connected to a Loftin-\Vhite power amplifier, The post then 
goes to the input cap of the screen grid tube of that amplifier. 
If the Loftin-vVhite design does not use its first tube as an 
amplifier bnt as a detector, then the biasing resistor of the 
amplifier will have to be connected to a point on the amplifier's 
voltage divider more positive than the present one, and a lower 
value of plate resistor used Loftin-'White amplifier. 

For connection to any amplifier, the P post of the 
tuner would be connected to the P post of the amplifier. This 

be P on all audio transformer primary. No <":hange need 
in the power amplifier even though the end of that 

transformer primary goes B plus. 
phonograph pickup could be connected to the amplifier 

merely by putting the pickup terminals to P and ground of the 
tuner. The tubes of the should not be lighted then, so 
plug the power amplifier's cable plug into the light socket 
and do not turn on the of the tuner. If an AC dynamic 
speaker is this goes directly to the lamp socket or wall 
outlet, too, the pickup is used. 

* * >I< 
to I'cad thc interesting l'eport on the 1.11>.n,.""",,, six-cir-

He.'!:t weeA~'s issue, dated April 12th. how the 
trouble is carefully removed before any final design ·is ofl ered to 
constmctors.-EDIToR. ] 

What Pent ode Can Do 
It has been said that nothing can be done with a pentode that 

cannot be done equally with the screen grid tube. If this were 
true it would be equally true that nothing can be done with the 
screen grid tube than with the three-element tube. This is 110t 
so. Not only can a greater amplification per tube be obtained 
but the tube can be applied to many different circuits and uses. 
It is not the fault of the pentode if its inherent amplification is 
110t utilized. 

If a receiver has been designed for screen grid tubes, and pen
todes are substituted, the amplification will be greater. This 
follows not only because the amplification factor of the pentode 
is greater but because the internal plate resistance is less. The 
load impedance designed for the screen grid tube will match the 
pentode better becanse it is most likely too small for the screen 

grid tube. Of course, when the pentodes are substituted the 
voltages should be changed and proportioned properly, and a 
suitable new voltage should be applied to the space charge grids. 
Usually a receiver that does 110t oscillate with screen grid tubes 
will oscillate with pentacles, which indicates that the amplifica
tion has been increa,sed, Proper circuit design and placement of 
parts will correct the squealing. 

The pentode tube will be used in the future, to be sure, but it 
will be used for specialized purposes for which no other tube 
will do quite as welL At this time such ases have not been 
developed. For that reason, the tube should appeal to the 
experimenter.-J. \V. Brock. 
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THIS ILLUSTRATES A COMMON ERROR COMMITTED 
IN CONNECTING A SHORT \NAVE ADAPTER OF THE 
SUPERHETERODYNE TYPE TO A BROADCAST RE-
CEIVER. A CHOKE COIL SHOULD CONNECTED BE-

TWEEN THE PLATE OF THE AND 13 PLUS. 

EVERY short wave adapter diagram published brings ina 
flock of letters asking where the adapter should be plugged 
into a given receiver, or whether or not it can be used with 

this or that receiver. Sometimes these letters indicate an omission 
h:the description of the adapter, but more irequently they in
dIcate that the letter writers have not read the description, or 
that the writers only want individual attention. 

Not All Universal. 

One may write: "I saw your article on the ABC short wave 
adapter and it seems to me that it is just the thing that I have 
been looking for. I note that it can be used with all broadcast 
receivers. Now I have a Model 29, serial number 289,684 ABX
dyne. I am wondering whether or not the adapter can be used 
with this receiver." This question might be ans'wered by para
phrasing the top sergeant's answer to a question of a similar 
nature relating to drin. namely, the adapter can be used with 
all set except Model 29, serial number 289,684 ABX-dyne. Of 
course, that means when stripped of military sarcasm, It can be. 

Not every adapter can be used 'with any receiver whatsoever. 
For example, some adapters are designed for DC operation. 
If the receiver is AC operated the adapter cannot be operated by 
plugging in anywhere in the receiver. This, however, does not 
mean that the two circuits cannot be combined. It is quite 
possible to operate the adapter with batteries and the receiver 
with AC and still connect the two so that short wave signals 
may be received. 

It is also true that if the receiver is DC operated and the 
adapter is designed for AC the adaptation cannot be made by 
plugging in. But as before, the two can be combined. 

Legitimate Doubts. 

Let us assume that all letters relating to adapters and existing 
receivers are justified either because of some exceptional con
dition or because of an omission in the article describing the 
adapter. One of the exceptional conditions may be that the 
letter writer is not familiar with radio circuits, and that he makes 
110 pretense of any familiarity, He is perfectly justified in ask-· 
ing any question provided he does not refer to the serial num
ber of his set. Let us attempt to clarify some of the problems 
that arise. 

In the first place, if the adaptation is to be made by plugging 
in the adapter into one of the sockets in the receiver, the adapter 
and receiver must have been designed for the same kind of 
supply, either AC or DC. It is possible to mix the two only 
if a separate filament supply is used for each. Sometimes it is 
necessary to use separate B supplies also. 

Sensitivity Considered. 

\Vhen plug-in type adapters are used complaints of lack of 
sensitivity are frequent. This is particularly true when the 
adapter is used with modern receivers in which the detector is 
of the power type and when there is only one stage of audio. 
The owner of the. adapter has been told that the proper place 
to plug it in is in the detector socket. The fact is that this is 
a highlv improper place. Yet it is the only place. The neces
sal'Y~ cci'nclusion is that this type of adapter is unsuitable. 

Thel'eare two reasons for the unsuitability. First, the power 
detector is not a good short wave detector; second, there is 

as 
frequencies. 

the receivers 
short wave receptio'n concerned. 

Plug-in type of detectors that were used years ago are 
110t suitable in any case, so they might as be dismissed. 
The only time they give fair results is when there is a great 
deal of amplification after the detector. This, however, not 
rule out modern type plug-in adapters, particularly those the 
superheterodyne type. 

Another Precaution. 

Another precaution that should be observed in using plug-in 
type adapters is to see that the filament current drawn by the 
adapter is the same as that required by the tube normally in 
the socket used. This raises no problem when the adaptel' C011-
tains only one tube because then the filament current will be 
the same. When the adapter has more than one tube a 
in the filament circuit may be necessary to make sure 
each tube gets enough current. 

Let us review the circuits published on pages 18 and 19 of 
the March 29 issue of RADIO YVOl<LD, with a view 0'£ determining 
their adaptability, 

Fig. 1 is of the old type and is to be plugged into the detector 
socket of the broadcast receiver. It is for DC sets only. 'When 
it is plugged in it cuts out of 'the receiver everything that pre
cedes the detector and utilizes only the audio amplifier. It 
should be used only in receivers in which the grid leak and eon-
denser method of detection is used. 

Fig. 2 is the same circuit as in Fig. 1 except that it is designed 
for nse with receivers ill which the detector is a 227 tube. 

The single-tube adapters can be used both for code and voice 
reception. For code it is only necessary to advance the regen
eration control until the circuit oscillates; f0r voice reception 
it is necessary to prevent oscillation. 

Why Set Wouldn't Work 
A man wrote: "When I could not make a circuit work 

at home I put it in my car and drove over to a friend o'f mine 
who is somewhat of an expert in radio. On the way over I had 
two blow-outs and almost wrecked my car. To add insult to 
injury a cop handed me a ticket for passing a traffic light. vVhen 
I finally got to my friend's house I was so disgusted that I did 
not care whether I got it working at all. To make a long story 
short, I let him work on it for a while. He checked over the 
wiring and found it exactly as the hook-up called for. But he 
could not get a peep out of it. He said that the cirCUit was not 
designed right, and that it could not possibly work. Now if you 
can tell me what the trouble is I'll appreciate it," 

From this go'ssip we glean one bit of information which may 
have some bearing on the case, and that is the' statement that 
the "somewhat-of-an-expert" could not get a peep out of the 
set, There was undoubtedly an open somewhere in the wiring, 
or a short circuit. Perhaps the filament or the plate batteries 
were not connected, which wo'uld come under the classification 
of an "open." The particular wiring diagram referred to did 
not show the batteries, so the set could have been wired ex
actly as described and still not give a peep. But let us assume 
that the expert attended to the connection of batteries. The 
defect in the circuit must have been less obvlo'us, and more 
difficult to find. The answer to an appeal for help in a case of 
this nature is: Check the circuit over and make SURE that 
eyervthing is as described. It is not sufficient to believe that it 
is wired as specified, 01' to depend on appearances. 

As to the rest of the gossip in the Jetter we are impressed with 
the impo'rtance of starting out with good tires and not to pass a 
traffic light when a cop is watching while on the way to a friend 
who is somewhat of an expert in radio with a half-finished re
ceiver. vVhv not ask the friend the next time to come over with 
his car and let him take all the risks. He would !lot be intoxi
cated with exasperation and could probably get thro't1gh without 
trouble. Vve assume, of course, that he is friend enough not to 
become exasperated when asked to do a favor, 

The example of the gossip type of question cited above is 
extreme, and a very small percentage of questions are like it, 
but then there are those that are much more gossipy and more 
devoid of relevant matter.--;-A. ]. rvfason, 
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circuits in the article referred to are of the 
and can be used with any broadcast re

the voltage supply is suitable. 

Superheterodyne Type Adapters. 

In is a plug-in type circuit designed for battery ope! a-
lion, to be plugged into the first socket of the broadr::ast 
receiver, provided this is a battery type set. The only precaution 
necessary is that there be no resistance in the positive leg of 
the filament circuit of the tube moved from the set to the 
adapter. It is assumed that there is a 4 ohm, or equivalent 
resistance in the negative leg. If there should be a resistance 

the positive leg it should be removed by short-circuiting. If 
is a rheostat in the positive leg it is only necessary to set 

on zero. The antenna the set should be transferred 
antenna post on the and the ground 

set should be connectt~d to ground of the au;apl:eJ:. 
one other connection is necessary, is the 
from the oscillator,which should be connected to a 
about SO volls, ()Jl till' voltage divider in the 

Fig. 4 is the same cif{;uit designed for cases which the first 

tube of the l'cceivt;l' is a 222. The sar~e~:i~;!~~i,~1~~: apply as in the prec(:ding. I n I his case it is not connect the 
plate return from the os dilator to this has 
alr('ad~· be(,11 provided for. 

One Tube Lost. 

Figs. 5 and 6 arc the same circuits as those in Figs. 3 and 4, 
re,peclivdy, hut ;\re designed for heater type tubes. If the 
first tullc in the receiver is a 227 Fig. 5 should be used and if it 
is a 224, Fig. 6 should be followed. \iVhen using either it is 

to connect the ground posts of the adapter and the 
that there will be a complete circuit for the plate 

the oscillator. 
the circuits in Figs. 3 to 6, inclusive, are used, one tube 

I 

fligh Sidebands and DX 
receivers audio frequencies are overempha~ 

his~illg: such cases are very pronounced, 
<Ind spe('ch i~ not r>k;\~atlt even if it is easy to understand. More
oyer, when tin: hitr,h frequencies are stronger than they should 
he much noise is brought in to mar reception. A 
highly receiver is not subject to this form of quality, 
unless frequencies have been built up, either inten-
tionally or il1 the audio amplifier. It often happens in 
transfonTH:r (oI1P1ed circuits that the high frequencies are built 
up because of a n:son<1nl: condition between 5,000 and 10,000 
cycles, or b('C;ltl~e oj regeneration in this region. 

It is practically impossible to re'ceive signals from sta-
tions without Rctting an excessive proportion of bass. re-
ceiver must be so s(']cctive that it can separate stations operat
ing 10 kc apart witho1lt any cross talk. If the carriers of two 
snch stations are I1lOdl11:lted with all frequencies up to 10,000 
cycles, the sidehands will overlap throughout the spectrum 
space between the two stations. If they are modulated with 
frequencies up to 5,000 cycles th!:y will just meet and there will 
be no overlapping. But there is no carrier which is modulated 
up to 5,000 cycles and no high!,r. They are modulated with fre
quencies up to 10,000 cycles atHl even higher. 

Suppose there are two distant stations operating 10 kc apart 
and it is desired to receive Olle of them. It is clear that if the 
receive,' is so broad as to receive all of the modulation on the 
desired station it will also bring in good deal of the modula-
tion of the undesired carrier. On other hand, if it is so 
selective that it will cut out station it will also 
cut out a large part of the the higher frequen-
cies suffering first. The clearly must neces-
sarily be boomy. 

This is the situation when two stations 10 kc apart 
are of equal inten~ity. If one is a local and it is desired to get 
the distant one, the circuit must be still more selective, and the 
signals from the distant station will be still more boomy. If 
the circuit is not selective the distant station cannot be received 
without loud cross talk from the local station, the signals of 
which may be much louder than those of the distant station. If 
the local station is operating 30 or 50 kc from the distant sta
tion the situation is about the same as if two distant stations 
operating 10 kc apart are involved, as the Federal Radio Com~ 
mission recognizes. ' 

ro ~r"rr. 
POH OF SET 

TO GllOVND 
P05T OF' SET 

B+ 
FIG. 13 

,THIS lLLUSTRATES ANOTH.ER COMMON ERROR IN 
CONNECTING A SUPERHETERODYNE TYPE DETEC
TOR TO A RECEIVER. THE CHOKE COIL RFC2 CHOKES 
OUT THE SIGNAL. THE CHOKE SHOULD BE LEFT OUT 

OR SHORT-CIRCUITED. 

and one tuner are 
fier, although one 
many broadcast re<:eive:rs 

from the radio frequency ampli
are retained as modulator. In 

se?sitivity and selectivity are not 
sacl'Ifice. In such cases it is better 

in Figs. 7 to 11, inclusive. These 
for in each case the adapter is a 

high enough 
to select 
do 110t 
straight ad,diti,on. 

Each 
necting 
filament 

contains explicit directions for con
receiver. In those circuits in which 

provided, as in Figs. 7 and 9, either a 
or same storage battery as is used in the 

re<~ei\!er may be used. Also, in all of them with the 
the plate volta~e supply in the receiver may 

be used, or a separa.-te ?ource, It l~ understood that ground is 
If the c!rcmt should fall to work when it is first 
a check should be made to see that the grounds are 

COl1l1lecte,::I, or that B minus in the set is connected to the ground 
adapter. 
in Fig: 11 co'ntait.ls its own filament and plate 

no speCial precautlOns are needed. It is only 
the four connections indicated, and plugging 

Frequent Errors. 

Before closing it will not be amiss to point out a errors 
that are often made in hooking up adapters of tvpe to 
broadcast receivers. • 

One is shown in Fig. 12 herewith. The modulator tube of the 
adapter is coupled to the antenna binding post by means of a 
c~llld~nser C. Many have already expressed wonder that this 
ClrCUlt does not work as "described". A tube will not work 
unless a st~ady v\lltage is impressed on the plate. In this case 
no voltage 15 apphed. There should be a radio frequency choke 
coil of about 85 millihenry between the plate of the tube and 
B plus. 

Another frequent error illustrated in Fig. 13. The radio fre
quency ~hoke RFC2 is connected already, but there is one too 
many coIls. The choke RFC2 has 110 place in the circuit at all. 
It chokes out the beat frequency signal generated in the modu
lator and prevents it from reaehing the broadcast receiver. 
Short circuit this coil and the output is right. Note the con
nections in Figs. 7 to 11, inclusive, in last week's issue. These 
are correct. 

The superheterodyne type adapters can be connected to any 
broadcast receiver. This does not exclude loop operated sets. 
If the input is obtained by means of a loop, it may be well to 
substitute for the loop a small coil of equal inductance. How
ever, it is not necessary. 

The adapters shown in Figs. 7 to 11, inclusive, in last week's 
issue of RADIO WORLD can be :n:ixed. That is to say, a battery 
operated adapter can be used WIth an AC operated receiver, and 
vice versa. The supply for each, however, must be sl1itable for 
its particular type. 

While it was stated that the superheterodyne plug-in type 
adapters should be connected in the first socket, this is not es
sential. It can be plugged into any radio frequency socket. It 
is, however, desirable to plug in as near the antenna as pO'ssible 
in order to get the greatest sensitivity. 
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[The following article is 
spa'akers which began, in the 

FIG. 1 

"Design, of Dynamic Speakers." pot 
baffle were discussed. There the 
paratlve Test of DynMllic the March 22~l issue, in which 
acoustic comp(wisons z"ere bctweel~ mag1MttC and dYllamlc 
speakers. l;, the March 291:11 issue, "Hum Reduction in D~/IW'rnic 
Speakers" was discussed. Reverse-wound cails and condenser-choke 
systems were included. This weele wave forms in connection with 
hmn reduction is the topic. Follow this series on dynamic speakers 
from ~(Jee" to wee/c.-EDITOR.] 

F IG. 1 illustrates the fundamental relation of ,the "direction" of 
the lines of force around a conductor carrymg (hrect-current, 
to the direction of flow the current in the conductor. The 

simplest analogy to tljis case that of the right-hand screw, i.e., 
the forward motion of the screw, away from the observer, cor
responding to the current flowing along conductor A-A, and, the 
direction of rotation of the screw while being in corresponds 
to the direction of the circular flux or lines of around the 
conductor. 

Fig. 1 shows three dotted circles representing lines, whereas in 
reality there is a great number, and 'the "effective" radius from 
the conductor depends mainly upon the potential difference 
between the ends of conductor A-AI, and the current flow due to 
this potential differenc~ or v,?ltage. .. . 

Fig. 3 illustrates the apphcatlOl1 of the operatmg pnnC1ples of 
Fig. 2 but it brings out olle additional effect in such a way that it 
could' be readily visualized. This same effect could have been 
demonstrated with sufficiently sensitive apparatus in the case of Fig. 
1, but as Fig. 3 shows it more convincingly, I will use this diagram 
instead. 

Galvanometer Test 

If we connect a !8"a!vanometer to coil E in Fig. 2 (and we will 
select a central zero instrument for our present discussion), applying 
~ source of DC voltage to coil E through a telegraph key. so when 
we close the key we obtain a momentary deflection, after which 
the galvanometer ne~dle retur,n~d to zero, "ye face a gap in. the 
connection between FIg. 1 and FIg. 3. Here IS the conne~tl11g Imk: 
vVherl the cnrrent, starting from zero value, and while 01~ the 
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GAL VANOMETER. 

INDUCING AND IN
BETWEEN TWO 

increase, is flowing fr0111 A- to Al we slip our galvanometer 
pickup coil (taken from Fig. 2) right over the conductor of Fig. 1 
and observe (as a smaller effect) the very same thing we have just 
seen demonstrated with Fig. 3. S2 with results or Ollr observations 

tiJey afC let's return to Fig. 3. As before stated, on opening the 
key we obtain a deflection of the galvanometer needle 

that is opposite to the original though of similar value, but the 
point 0 f interest now is that it appeared to be much faster than 
beJorc. 

Now when a current B of electricity stal-ts from zero value to 
flow through a coil which has an iron core (Fig. 3) the lines of 
force duc to this incrcastng current start to expand radially out
wards from the conductors about which they form, and in doing so 
cut across neighboring conductors, setting up a current B, in these 
conductors that to oppose further increase of current B. These 
two currents B are co-existent and although current Bi is 
only effective in current B when B is increasing, BI acts 
to speed up the value of current B when the key is 
opened. 

Current Lag 

Tberefore we find C11rrent 13, originates slightly later than 
current B and while '13, increases in such 
a way as to tend to of B. Then grad-
ually B, opposes B its final 
maximum. Then as effect begins 
to help out, resulting value. 

N ow, this extension of the explanation of the effects encountered 
in dealing with hum ill dynamic speakers furnishes some further 
grollnd for explanation. 

There are several reasons, as we now know, why the so-called 
AC hum prevalent in pulsating DC operated dynamic speakers is 
present 

If an analysis is made of a ~lniform alternating current it will be 
found to be a continuously wavy line, which at equal intervals of 
time (referred to a zero starting' point) will have similar values of 

MA'ilMVM VALUE 

o TIME --~--
FIG. 4 

HOW THE CURRENT FLOW IN 3,000 AMPERE TURN 
COIL BUILDS UP WITH RESPECT TO TIME. THE 
MAXIMUM VALUE IS INDICATED BY THE VERTICAL 

DOTTED LINE. 



or negative amplitude depending upon the first point along 
wavy line chosen for comparison. 

Use of Half-Wave Rectifier 
Now if we use a half-wave rectifier on this alternating current 

circuit, aml assume for descriptive purposes that the rectification is 
100 per cent. perfect, we will have the cur\C~ of Fig. 5, modified as 
follows: 

Curve At is seen to be similar to curve A in Fig. 5, only the 
negative half is missing. 

I will not take up the operating characteristics of a dynamic pot 
or field coil on half-wave rectified current because this form, though 
used in some cases in circuit involving a 281 tube rectifier, is not as 
widely used as the full-wave type. 

In so far as keeping the audible hum within reasonable bounds, 
the half-wave rectifier certainly can be used, but due to the fact 
that larger capacity and higher rating condensers and chokes are 
required to handle the surge voltages incidental to such operation, 
and other econo!j1ic reasons, the popularity of this type not great 
for home 

The next of interest is the full-wave rectifier, and again we 
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are going to 
curve is shown 

cent. operating efficiency. A full "wave 

Reproduction as Two Positiv"e Halves 

Now here we have a condition which shows we can take the 
curve of Fig. 5 and reproduce the 10\ver half wave, or negative half 
wave or alternation, as a second half-wave above the line O. Hence 
the name half-wave. In this circuit the positive loop of the alternat
ing current of Fig. 5 appears in Fig. 8, "as is," and the previous 
negative loop appears now as a positive loop, so we have the case 
of the positive and negative parts of an alternating current cycle 

as two positive parts and producing very much 
DC than the half-wave circuit did. 

pulsating DC curve as modified from 
the ideal form of that of Fig. 8 by the various forms of hum 
reduction cin:l1il, as described in last week's issue that we wish to 
study next. 

Let us make a setUjl of circuit similar to that of Fig. 7. Let 
this magnetizing' coil of 3,000 ampere turns, and let the 
final exciting current be one ampere, and also assume a suitable 
source of emf to that final current, and a central 
zero ammeter with a hundredths of an ampere, 
and a telegraph key to the when we are ready. 

\Ve close the key and the ammeter needle. It gives a slight 
jump and increases slo\v1)' as it jla%(~s through the mid-point of its 
deflection, slowing down slightly as it reaches its final maximum 
value. 

Use of a Shunt 

Then if we arrange to shunt the exciting source with another 
similar meter, as we open the key we can observe the dec1'easl! of 
the current in our coil, and it will be found to drop to zero suddenly. 
A rough graph of this condition hown in Fig. 4. 

Vvhat we have observed is that circuits containing a relatively 
large amount of inductance there exists (when the exciting current 
is increasing) a counter-current that comes into action a few hun
dredths of a second later than the original exciting current, and 
the later current is said to lag behind the exciting current. The 
time of this lag in fractional parts of a second is greater as the 
inductance of the coil is greater, or less as the inductance is less. 

Now if we can visualize what we have learned it is apparent 
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CYCLE OF ALTERNATING CURRENT OR 
SHOWING HOW SUCCESSIVE VALUES ARE 

ON A 3-VOLT (MAXIMUM) AC CIRCUIT. 

that as the of inductance of our coil has thy property 
increase of DC the same condition will of limiting the rate 

to pulsating DC also. 
us now substitute a source of full-wave rectified alternating 

current for the DC source. 
Here the conditions, while being somewhat similar, yield results 

that are different. 

Explanation of Intel:'l'upted Line 

The "interrupted line" curve of Fig. 8 how the general 
form of the full· line curve would be by connecting 
previously described coil to a full-wave pulsating DC source, 
which the full-line curve show11 in is an example. Now, in 
a dynamic speaker pot coil similar to 7 no device is employed 
to reduce the hum save the R, and its effectiveness depends upon 
the inductance of the magnetizing coil shown. 

Fig. 9 shows a "curve" that the 
a combination of coils similar to Fig. 
shown for c9mparison with that 4, 
of Fig. 7. 

use of 
effect is 
the case 

As before stated, this curve is somewhat similar, and inspection 
shows that the rising part of ct1rve E is modified by the effeet of 
the reversed current coil's reaction. Curve E~e is the effective 
emf or resultant that magnetizes the core and produces the first 
half c}'cle of the voice coil hum. CllI've E, descending, is what. 
happens when the reverse current coil is open-circuited, when the 
applied emf falls. Curve E+e is what happens when the applied 
emf falls when the reverse current coil is a closed circuit. 

Modified by Stabilization 

two effects, similar to what we have just 
they are modified by the stabilizing action 

which has the effect of a stabilizing 
agent, a storage battery, a compressed spring, 
or a condenser, or any other devices that receive surplus 
store it. and then reimn the in such a manner that 
work n1ay be or done such stored energy. As the 
cases ahove, stores .a part of the energy 
impressed upon it during the first of the hum cycle and returns 

VOICE 
C.OIL 

(Continued on ne.'>:t page) 

MAGNETIZING 

CORE. 

FIG. 7 
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what it stored the second half in the form of reversed current 
of an effect to prevent the suddent collapse of E on its downward 
travel and thus prevent induction of a large half-cycle hum when 
the applied emf returns to zero value. 

The above effects are all due to inductance, which is the electrical 
equivalent of inertia in a mechanical system. The various effects 
brought about by combining coils of high inductance with those of 
low inductance, or those coils that utilize reversed turns, are com
parable to mechanical systems that go by the name of shock ab
sorbers. 

Economical Solution 

The interesting feature about a successful reverse-current system 
of reducing bum in AC operated dynamic speakers is that it is so 
very much more economical than using a unilateral condenser, and 
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FIG. 8 
THE EFFECT OF PASSING CURRENT OF FIG . .3 

THROUGH AN IDEAL RECTIFIER. FULL LINE CURVE 
SHOWS FULL-WAVE RECTIFIED CURRENT. THE 
INTERRUPTED LINE CURVE IS DISCUSSED IN THE 

. TEXT. 

also the coil require;; much less room and is an integral part of the 
design of the speaker. . ' 

Now the curve of Fig. 9 b of one second duratIon and tIllS 
means that we had to be agile and try to plot all the points of 
interest as the current rose and fell, and the only way that we 
could present it to you as a still picture was to divid.e the time taken 
by a pulse to rise, to its ma:x;i;:num, an~ fa!! aga:n to zero, mto 
60equa! parts; 'I he elapsed time reqUIred 111 thiS case becomes 
one second. By reference to Fig. 9 it will be seen that the greatest 
difference between E and E-e occurs between 4 and 7 voltse lind 
at about 12/10 of a second from the time the exciting emf is 
applied. 

As the current increases, the difference between E and E-e be
comes less until somewhere near the maximum value they become 
merged and E-e is no longer a measurable quantity. 

Different on the Decrease 

On the decrease of E, however, it's a very different story. The 
value of E is plainly seen sustained by the effect of the reverse 
current coil which produces E+e now, and at a til.ne rate of de
crease of v~ltage nearly similar to that part of the ascendit;g curve 
that lies between 4 and 9 volts, so that although the difference 
between E and E+e is greater than E and E~e, their respective 
average maximas occur at about the same lapse of time from t~eir 
respective starting places, namely, the center of ~he two v.\'iftlcal 
lines that drop from 4 and 7 volts on the ascend1l1g curve 15 .the 
same distance from the origin as the center of t.he two vertIcal 
lines that drop from 7 volts and 4 volts from the maximum value 
vertical. 

Now other similar vertical lines may be dropped to the 1/10 
second scale on the zero axis and these will afford a ready means 
of obtaining a quick comparison of the way the various eurrent 
values vary with successive equal lapses of time, referred to as zero 
or starting value. 

Another way of reading a graph of this kind is to place a card 
with its edge parallel to the voltage axis and, keeping this edge 
parallel, draw the card slowly across the graph. The result will 
be not unlike an animated movie. 

WaUage Considerations 

This curve does not show the distribution of energy very wel! 
on the basis of AC watts per unit of time, but if it was desired 
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FIG. 9 
A STATIC CURVE OF THE EFFECT OF THE RE

VERSED CURRENT COIL OF FIG. 4 WITH RESPECT TO 
TIME---AND ALSO SHOWS HOW THE VOLTAGE COM

PONENTS ARE DISTRIBUTED. 

to obtain these data from the curve given (and only an approximate 
curve could be shown), the successive points could be plotted with 
reasonable accuracy by the use of a good DC voltmeter on the 
exciting circuit. 

The method to be followed here would be to have a variable. 
series resistance in the exciting circuit and with the DC ammeter 
and voltmeter ready, close the key and adjust the resistance so that 
the voltage drop across the 3,000 ampere turn coil was 2 volts. 
Then read the current and multiply it by the voltage drop. Then 
repeat with the DC volts at 3. volts, then 4 volts, and so forth, up 
to 12 volts. This will result in a unifQrmly inereasing and decreasing 
curve, and if this line of values represented by suitable dots placed 
within the two curves, shown at the approximate center, is estab
lished, a wattage curve that is roughly correct will be obtained. 

But we have not shown a curve of the relative change in the 
values of a rectified wave by revergcd cnrrent coil and so this 
appears now. 

Hum Value~ 

Fig. 11 at X hum volts of full-
wave pulsating The art; generated by a voice 
coil placed in tbe air gap of the dynamic Curve 1 shows what 
1 ampere looks like with its fi 11 of values that tend to 
boost its value apparently. Curve 2 what it ii, like after the 
reversed current coil is o[lerated. we must not forget 
that a condenser of the unilateral in the case of low voltages, 
or a regnlar -condenser and coil in the case of higher 
voltages, would tend to produce a similar to that of the 
curve 2 of Fig. 11. 

So Fig. 11 shows the 
inaudible values-and 
reversed windings wi!1 
obtainable with proper 
and ampere turns, on one 
voltage coils on the other. 

of reducing audible hum to 
of magnetizing coils and 

appr{)xim;lie the desired result 
of magnetizing coil inductance 

hand, and a!l1ple space for. opposing 

Of course there is a compromise here, but given enough iron of 
good quality and an efficient rectifier, whether it be the dry plate 
or tube type, the' designing of a good humless pulsating field for 
a dynamic speaker is not impossible. 

For the case of dynamic speaker pots that contain high voltage 
windings, the problem of reducing audible hum is usually made very 
much simpler hy the relatively high inductance per unit of copper 
volume of the higher resistance coils which usually have a minimum 
of 20,000 turns or thereabouts. These coils are usually component 

YOKE 
COIL 

MAGNETIZING COIL 

CORE 

FIG. 10 
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Dynamic 
l"lff, of a filter system in the broadcast 
"chokes." The real idea is to kill two birds 
the normal inductance of the coil as a 
B supply ripple and incidentally nnwi.rlinrr 
DC power to energize the speaker pot. 

1 
and serve as 

utilizing 
smoothirlg out the 

pulsating 

The hum problems involved here are not always basically the 
same as with the low-voltage rectified DC 

Of interest though in this connection are many other ways 
in which hum troubles arise, and in most cases the speaker, being 
the most vulnerable point of attack, is usually blamed first. One 
of the underlying causes of excessive hum that sometimes develops 
several months after the set is bought, is due to a high voltage 
condenser beginning to leak. Another is changes in the operating 
characteristics of tubes-notably the detector which will set 
source of hum if it gets into the ionizing state-a condition 
is due to the presence of gases within the tube, that have 
from the metallic structure of the tube elements. 

Hum From Unexpected Sources 

a combination of a battery-operated set and an AC 
and excessive hum develops, it is probably due 

FIG. 11 

THE REDUCTION bF HUM VOLTAGE. CUI.<VE NO.1 
IS HUM VOLTAGE WITHOUT OPPOSING EFFECT OF 
HEVERSE CURRENT COIL. CURVE NO.2 snows HOVV 
THE HUM VOLTAGE IS REDUCED BY THE ACTION OF 

THIS COIL. 

to the rectifier beginning to pass too much ~~~~1~~~~;]:1~~:U you have a battery-operated set, and are using a and the 
speaker is dry rectifier-operated, and fxcessive then 
look for hum in the receiving set output, first sct 
controls to full volume, then detuning the set connecting Ull 
ear phones in place of your speaker. 

If you can hear any hum in them the trouble is very likely in 
the B eliminator. Otherwise shunt a 1,500 mfd unilateral condenser 
around the DC side of the dry rectifier, being careful to observe 
polarity which can be observed easily by a low-range voltmeter 
or pola~ity indicator. If neither of these is available, two leads 
attached to the rectifier DC output may be thrust into a clean, 
freshly peeled The negative lead will discolor the potato 
faster. The is to be connected accordingly. 

Another cause of hum is the segregation of all the 

hOllW-C01bl rtKlcri receiver that are ncar AC 
especially to grid and screen-grid long 

Voltmeter Tests 

In rectifier-operated speakers it is a plan to check up 
once a while on the value of the component, and 
subtract from it the DC applied voltage as measured at the rectifier 
terminals by a DC voltmeter. The procedure is this: 'With the 
speaker pot energized connect an AC voltmeter to the point where 
the pot coil leads are attached, and take the reading. Then connect 
the DC voltmeter to the same two points and take the reading. 
Now the AC voltmeter reading minus the DC voltmeter reading 
should not be more than about 40% of the AC voltmeter reading, 
else the hum will be excessive. This' is a case which can only be 
cured by a unilateral condenser. 

Condenser Effect 

The effect of this condenser is to increase the value of the DC 
voltage component at the 'expense of the pulsating component, actu
ally increasing the applied DC wattage. Of course the hum· is 
substantially reduced. The useful life of a nnilateral condenser is 
considerable, as long as the peak (or pUlsating) voltage does not 
exceed the manufacturer's rating, usually printed on the label. For 
instance, some commercial condensers are rated to operate on cir
cuits not exceeding 12 volts maximum, and such a rating, while 
stating the allowable maximum, should not be taken literally. Ex
perience shows that 8 to 10 volts pUlsating component .is about 
the safe continuons operating maximum for condensers of 12 volt 
rating, and therefore the condenser may be used for a very long 
period on a 6-volt DC circuit. 

Definite Diagram 
for Pocket Set 

a diagram of "A Pocket Size Set." The article 
was pUlblistled last week in the March 29th issue, page 6, but 
the published then made it appear that screen grid 
tubes optional. The tubes to use are 199 throughout, and 
this fact established on the definitive diagram herewith. 

The circuit is a good performer and is very conservative in 
battery drain, so dry cells may be used throughout. Of course, a 
B battery consists of dry cells, ,too. 

l-----........ ------'-----_-J._fWi 
DIAGRAM OF A 4-TUBE POCKET SIZE, SHOWING THAT 

199 TUBES ARE TO BE USED THROUGHOUT. ' 

Find--All Four Popular With Distance Fans 
Thdse who are in doubt as to whether a four-tube 

can give satisfactory volume and distance reception can 
the test with a Screen Grid Find-All Four. 

This circuit utilizes the latent possibilities of the 222 
grid tube and as a result exceptional distance records 
reported. A number of verifications of reception from ",""ltv:"", 
Japan and Australia is claimed. 

The Find-All Four operates on the regular broadcast band. 
It is no't a short wave set. It is battery-operatecl. This receiver 
wil1A~\"ork well with A and B eliminators, thus giving the con
venience of batteryless operation. Although this set is compact, 
it can be used with the ordinary speaker or with the most 
modern dynamic reproducer. 

The fo'l1r tubes required are a 222 tube, two 201A and a 171A. 
In addition to the A battery, three 45-volt B batteries are neces
sary and two small C batteries. 

In design, this receiver follows modern practice. It utilizes 
the latest type aluminum chassis, with all parts except the vari
able tuning condensers, below the deck. All wiring is concealed 

and the tube sockets are mounted from below, so that they are 
flush with the chassis deck. The RF coils are specially de-" 
signed and specially wound for this circuit and the use of these . 
coils adds considerably to the distance range o'f the set. Two 
stages of audio frequency are used, necessitating the utilization 
of two high-grade andio frequency transformers. The use of 
such transformers is more than justified by the marvelously 
clear tone quality of the set. A genuine bakelite panel adds to 
the attractiveness of the Find-All receiver. Two vernier dials 
are. used, as it has be;;!1 fo'und that two dial control gives sharper 
tumng for greater dIstance. . 

A Fil1l'i-All owner of Bend, Oregon, has written to the manu
facturer as follows: 

"For volume and selectivity, I have never seen or heard any 
set that will equal it and, as for tone, it simply cannot be beat. 
There have been several people watching me build this set and 
they are all talking of getting one. The compactness is what 
seems strike everyone. They can't feature a set so' small 
doing it does." 
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FIG. 1 

THIS SHOWS HOW, A PHONOGRAPH PICK-UP UNIT 
SHOULD BE CONNECTED TO A LOFTIN-WHITE AM-

PLIFIER. 

MANY radio fans who have built Loftin-'White amplifiers are 
bewildered. They have built them "just as specified," but 
what are they to do with them? Are they to use them for 

radio reception or only for amplifying the signals from a phono
graph pick-up unit? Nearly all the Loftin-White amplifiers pub
lished show two tubes with the input terminals to the first left open. 
vVhat to do with these terminals is usually left to the builder to 
determine, and it is just there where the bewilderment enters. 

The ballyhoo abotlt these amplifiers emphasizes their remarkable 
simplici~y, high amplification, incxpenslveness, superior tone quality, 
and their freedom from hum. The fact that most of this ballyhoo 
is true does not in the least help the fans to use the amplifiers. 

Son~e fans have been led to believe that if a single radio frequency 
tuner IS connected to the input terminals of the amplifier a superior 
sort of radio receiver will result, one that is exceptionally selective 
and sensitive. Those who have taken this part of the ballyhoo have 
discovered that they have something which is much better than 
the old crystal set of 1922. And they want to what is wrong 
with their Loftin·oWnite amplifier. 

Chances are that the)"c is nothing wrong with 
have just made the mistake of believing that 
more selective in 1930 than it was in" 1922, 
an amplifier is a substitute for radio frequency 

RF Amplification. 

The Loftin-\iVhite amplifier will not deliver any to the 
loudspeaker unless it be given something to work on. the ampli-
fier is to be used for amplifying phonograph pick-up signals it will 
be sufficient to hook the ~erminals of the pick-up unit to the input 
terminals of the amplifier, but if it is to be used for radio recep
tion it ill necessary to provide radio frequency amplification as well 
as plenty of tuners. Just how .many stages of radio frequency am
plification are necessary depends on the sensitivity that is desired. 
and just how many tuned cir.cuits are needed depends on the sensi
tivity as well as 011 the location of the receiver with respect to 
strong stations. 

While non-reactive amplifiers with suitable radio frequency am
plifiers and tuners have been published many times in the RADIO 

WORLD, it will not be amiss to give additional !Circuits for a large 
number of readers have written in for' information 011 the subject. 

'VOOQ'OOL 
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FIG. 2 
rO° 

WHEN A LOFTIN-WHITE AMPLIFIER IS CONNECTED 
TO AN EXISTING RADIO FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER AND 
TUNER IT MAY BE COUPLED BY MEANS OF AN ORDI

NARY RESISTANCE COUPLER AS HERE SHOWN. 
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li it 
Needed Ahead 

The questions usually demand to know what kind of is needed 
and how it should be to the non-reactive Other 
questions are associated complaints to the no re-
suits obtained, or very unsatisfactorv results a §ingle 
tuner preceding the non-reactive amplifier. No dne has read 
the preceding paragraphs about the fallacy of expecting rrood results 
when there is no amplification at radio frequency al~ only one 
tuner should register any complaints. 

Phonograph PiCk·Up Connection' 

The connection of a phonograph pick-up unit to a Loftin-White 
ampljfier is SI!OWll in Fig. 1. The usual hiput termi11als of the nOI1-
~eact1ve amplIfier are !lumbered (1) and (2) and the pick-up unit 
IS cOllnected across these. That is all there is to the cOrU1ection 

The various values of 'and resistors are O"iven in 'the 
circuit for those who up one the amplifiers.-~ The 
total that be applied across B tel'lnil1als is 450 
volts. fans .have asked concerning the necessity qf using this 
voltage. vanous resistors have heen determined on the basis 
Qf this voltage and, it should used, If it deviates a 
iittle uPo or down. n::> great ud(cs in~ the operation of 
the receiver. It IS Important to rcailzc, that much lower 
voltages. will not give satisfactory' 'l'herc is always a 
temptatIOn to use a lower voltage, say volts, and many questions 
demand to know what the changes in circuit should be to make 
this v9ltage suitable. The answer to these questions should be: 
Raise the voltage to 450 volts. 

vVhen a radio frequency amplifier is to precede the non-reactive 
audio amplifier it might be coupled as shown in Fig. 2. The first 
tube shown,in this circuit is t!le detector, and this is followed by a 
regular resistance coupler. 1. he dotted line shows the separation 
between the non-reactive amphfier and the The desirrn of 
the audio amplifier js exactly the same as that the drCl~it in 
Fig. 1. 

Note that the B supply for the detector tube is taken from the 
supply for the non-reactive circuit. The plate return from the de
tector is COl1!1ected to the high voltage tap through a resistor of 
100,000 or 200,000 ohms. The supply for the radio frcCLuency tubes 
ahead of the detector can be taken from the same line but the 
"esistor should then be considerably smaller, depending on 'the !lum
ber o~ ~ubes ~nd th~ voltage desired on these plates. 

If It 1.5 deSired .to arrange the circuit in Fig. 2 so tl~t a phono-
?,l'~ph pl~k-up Ulllt may b~ . With a minimum of changes 
It IS pOSSIble to put the U11lt senes with the cathode as indicated 
b;V P.u. A switc~ l1:ay be provided so that the unit may be short 
cU'cmted when radIO IS to be received. It is also possible to remove 
the one megohm g~id leak <:nd. substi~uting the pick-up unit. Of 
course, when the pick-up U111t IS pnt mto operation the radio fre
quency circuit should be killed. 

Use Separate B Supply 

WJlile }t is quj~e feasible to use the same B supply for both the 
11011-reactlve amphfier and the radio frequency circuit, it is prefer
able to use separate supplies. This imposes 110 additional hardships 
because a low voltage supply suitable for the radio frequency am
pli~er and detector,is available in most instances and a higher voltage 
t1l:lt must be prOVided for the non-reactive amplifier in any event. 
\Iv hen two Ulllts are used the B minus of both should be connected 
together.. The use of two separate supplies is preferable because 
the varymg current demands of the radio frequency amplifier will 
have no effect on the voltages applied to the non-reactive circuit 

It is also feasible to connect the radio frequency amplifier so that 
a tuner is between the last RF amplifier and the first tube of the 
non-reactive circuit. vVhen this is done the first audio tube becomes 
!lot only the firs~ audio amplifier but also the detector. Fig. 3 shows 
how the connectIOns should be made. Two. separate B supplies, Bl 
and B2, are suggested. Note that Bl nUllUS and B2 minus are 
connected together. The terminal P goes to the plate of the last 
RF amplifier tube and Bl plus not only is connected to the return 
0

0

£ th!s plate. bu~ also to the returns of all the other RF tubes in the 
CirCUit.. Thls IS stand'!:rd and need not be shown in detail. But 
the blu1der shol11d realize that several stages of amplification and 
several tuners are needed if the receiver is to be sensitive and se
lective. . T~e non-reactiv,:, .amplifier assures first rate-quality but 
not sensItIvIty and selectIvity. 

Factors Affecting Choice 

When considering t~e quest~on 0.£ choice of RF amplifier the 
fact that the nOll-reactive amphfier IS a two-stage audio frequency 
amplifier and not a license for casting aside common sense should 
b~ kept in mind. If the non-reactive amplifier is' a little more 
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sensitive than all ordinary two"slagc amplifier, that is just so much 
gain. 

If the radio frequency amplifier is of the ncutrodyne type with 
three independently tuned circuits sensitiVIty and. selectivit.y 
should result from two H F tubes three tuners. LIkewIse, If 
the RF amplifiers contain regcl1(;ration and' the tuning condensers 
are independently controllable, two tuhes and two tuners should be 
sufficient. On the other hand, if the tuning condensers are ganged 
it may be necessary to use lOur or more RF tubes an~ tupers. Just 
how many are required depends on the degree of sllleldmg, <;)11 the 
accuracy with which the luned circuits track, and on the k1l1d of 
tubes used. Accessible trimmer condensers on ganged condensers 
often make it 11!lIlt'('cssary to use an extra stage of amplification 
and an extra tuner. . 

If a radio freqnency amplifier of any kind is available and it is 
desired to use this in 'conj unction with a non-reactive amplifier it is 
well to usc all of it, iiiduding the detector. If the amplifier is 
sensitive and selective enough when an ordinary audio amplifier is 
used it will be so when a non-reactive circuit is employed. A 5im" 
pie way of combining the two -is illu~trate~ in Fig.? l.f s.eparate 
B voltage supplies are to be used 111 thiS connectIOn It IS only 
necessary to remove the high resistance R and to connect the low 
voltage B supply to the termim!ls marked "To RF tubes," as marked 
by the terminals Bl minus and Bl plus. Lower voltages may be 
required for the screens of the tubes in the RF amplifier, but they 
will be provided for in the low voltage B supply. . . 

Fig. 4 shows a general arrangement for connectll1g a non-yeacti;re 
amplifier to an existing radio frequcney tuner and amplrfieG ll1 
which the detector of the RF circuit is used in the combined circuit. 
Separate voltage supplies are supposed to be used. 

DC Non-Reactive Circuits 

From the first appearance of non-reactive circuits of the Loftin
White type letters have been received from fans everyw.here asking 
for simi1ar circuits for direct current tubes. These Writers cannot 
receive much encouragement because DC tubes and Loftin-vVhite 
amplifiers do not mix. This type of coupling was made practical 
by the heater type tnbe. . . . . 

\A/hile it is theoretically possible to use the same Clrcllits With 
DC tubes it requires a separate filament battery for each tube. 
Even when this condition is complied with the problem is not solved 
becau'se there is considerable leakage from one battery to the other, 
especially when storage batteries are used! and. thi~ leakalSe upsets 
the voltages. There are other non-reactive CirCUits available for 
DC tubes, circuits which are capable of just as good quality as the 
Loftin-\Vhite circuits. It is true that they are somewhat more 
complex but that is one of the penalties for living in a DC. district, 
or in districts where no electricity other than that furl11shed by 
batteries is available. 

Non-reactive circuits for battery operation have been published 
in RADIO \A/JoRLlJ many times, and the reader is particularly referred 
to Feb. 1 issue. There the l\rnold eircuits are given, one of which 
was for a time called Loftin-vVhite. There also is given the Hart
ley regenerative, nOll-reactive amplifier, the Morgan circuit, and the 
Johnstol1. Those wllo arc forced to use batteries and want to 
sample the quality obtainable with n?n-reactive amplifiers <l:re espe
cially referred to the Morgan amphfier. No better amphfier has 
ever been designed as far as quality is concerned. The only disad
vantaae of ,the circuit is that high voltage batteries are needed, 
batteries to take the place of the higher voltage supply in the 
Loftin- ,,,Thite amplifier. 

The Johnston Circuit 

The Johnston circuit is also capalJle of first rate quality but it is 
only applicable where a high voltage of high current rating is avail
able. For example, it is suitable for use on DC power lines of 
voltages around 250 volts. The high current rating is necessary 
because the filaments are heated from the same source. There is no 
place in the United. St~tes or Canada where a high DC volta.ge ~s 
available so there IS little need for the Johnston type of CIrCUit 
on this continent. 

The Morgan amplifier, however, can be used anywhere since it 
is battery operated. The filament battery, which is used for all 
the tubes, may be a regular storage battery and the grid and plate 
batteries may be either dry cell or storage batteries. Comparatively 
few have built this circuit but those who have are enthusiastic 
about its quality. 

Everyone who builds a non-reactive amplifier of the Loftin-\A/hite 
type should remember that the two tubes should be heated with 
s~parate filament windings and that the insulation between these 
winding should be high enough to withstand voltages higher than 

[ 

FIG. 3 

THE FIHST TUBE IN THE NON·l{EilCfIVE AMPLI,. 
FIER lvlA Y BE USED AS DETECTOR IN WI-nCH CASE 

THIS SHOWS THE CONNl{CrIOWS. 

the applied voltage on the first tube. This applied voltage is ap
proximately the voltage difference between the cathode of the first 
and the filament of the second. If the two tubes were put on the 
same winding this voltage would exist betwcen (hc cathode and the 
heater of the first tube, which would undouhtedly min the tube. 

In case there is a stopping condenser between the plate of one 
tube and the grid of another, as in Fig. 2, the (wu tubes separated 
by this condenser may be put on the same filament winding. Like
wise when two tubes are coupled with a transformer they may be 
put on the same winding. It is'only when they arc couplecl directly 
as in the Loftin-\Vhite system that they must be \JlJ separate 
windings. 

In building a Loftin-vVhite amplifier it is absolutely essential 
that the total applied voltage be high enough to provide 250 for 
the plate of the pOl",er tube and as high as practical for the screen 
grid tube. One of the reasons for connecting the plate return lead 
to a point higher up than the filament of the power tubc is to in
crease the voltage on the plate of thescrecll grid tohe. 

The reason for using a high voltage on the plate circuit of the 
screen grid tube ahead of the 245 is that there mnst be ample 
latitude for thc signal voltage to swing cnough to load up the 
245 tube, The double amplitude required for l1w 245, with 250 
on the plate and 50 on the grid, is 100 volts. \Vhen the drop 
in the coupling resistor is 100 volts there IUllst be something left 
£91' the plate, If we have a voltage of 2oo in the plate circuit 
the minimum drop in the tube itself would be 106 volts, which 
is the effective voltage on the plate. Of coursc, it is possible 
to operate the cireuit with a lower minimnm voltage provided 
that the screen grid voltagc is made lower. In every Loftin
\Vhite circuit there is a provision for adjusting the screen grid 
voltage to match the voltage available in the plate circuit, or at 
least there should be. 

Many non-reactive amplifiers have been published purporting 
to be Loftin-White, but not all o'f them should be blamed on 
these engineers. The circuits they' have worked out are charac
terized by a hum-bucking condcnser and by a high resistance 
in the cathode lead of the screen grid tube, higher than that 
necessary to give the proper bias to the control grid. Fig. 1 
shows a typical circuit of this type. Both of these exclusive 
features are highly ill1po'rtant. The hum-bucking condenser is 
effective in eliminating the hum and the cathode lead resistance 
in stabilizing the circllit. With these features the circuit works 
admirably, 
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FIG. 4 
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A GENERAL LAYOUT FOR CONNEECTING AN EXIST
ING RADIO FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER TO A LOFTIN
WHITE AUDIO AMPLIFIER. SEP ARA TE B SUPPLIE8-

ARE USED FOR THE TWO PARTS OF THE CIRCUIT. I 
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AFFIRMA TIVE 

Elc{X)ood 
HE superior merit.s of speaker are so well 
known and so well every test that it seems 
futile to discuss the matter. there are those who still 
to the hopeless position that the magnetic speaker is supe· 

rior respect to tone, volume, economy of operation, and other 
practical properties. For this reason I shall discuss some of 
the properties of the dynamic which won for it the rapid and 
overwhelming endorsement of engineers and laymen alike. 

Certainly it the dynamic speaker were not superior to the 
magnetic radio engineers everywhere would not have specified 
such speakers in manufactured receivers when magnetic speakers 
can be made for a much lower figure, These engineers have 
put the various kinds of speakers through every imaginable 
! est with a view of finding that speaker which will give the best 
service at the lowest cost consistent with high quality. If the 
dynamic had not won in the contest by a wide margin, not one 
manufaeturer would have put such speakers his receivers. 
The difference in cost would have decided the definitely. 
The fact is that in the search for quality the engineers of all 
manufacturers decided on dynamic speakers. 

If we insist 011 the superiority of magnetic speakers, or even 
on the eqnality, we charge both the engineers and the manu
iacturers with stupidity, a charge which cannot be made by any 
rational man. Not only do we aceuse them of stupidity but also 
the broadcast listeners, which almost without exception, have 
selected the dynamic speaker when they had a chance to com· 
pare the two types, 

Expense Not Important. 
It is admitted that the dynamic speaker costs a little more 

than the magnetic, both to buy in the first instance and to main
tain. But cost is of no importance 'when the question is realistic 
tone quality versus the tinny sounds that cursed the radio in
dllstry when the magnetic speaker was in vogue. 

Moreover, the difference is not so great that it should affect 
the choice of the ultimate consumer 110 matter how lean his 
purse may be. Since dynamic speakers were made in large 
quantities the cost of a good speaker of this type has been con
siderably lower than the cost of a magnetic speaker of tolerable 
quality. In the few instances when magnetic speakers have been 
selected in preference to dynamics the choice has usually been 
decided by considerations different from cost or operating ex
pense. Usually the deciding factor has been prejudice engen
dered by earlier associations with a certain type of distorted 
quality. Sometimes the choice of a magnetic speaker only indi
cates that the person making the choice is ultra-conservative
mentally imprisoned by the "good old days." In no case, since 
the advent of the dynamic speaker has a deliberate choice of a 
magnetic speaker been based on an appreciation of realistic 
quality or on the impartial results of laboratory measurements. 

The cost of maintenance of a dynamic speaker, even one of 
the most powerful, is so small that no one would notice iton the 
monthly electric bill. A dime at most, and is not a dime a month 
a low price for the very highest quality? Any rational indi
vidual who was convinced that there was the slightest quality 
advantage in the dynamic would gladly pay the extra cost. 

It may be argued that rectifier units need frequent replace
ment and that the cost of new units will amount to a large sum 
in the course of a year. Just what this cost will be is not known 
yet, for there has not yet been a general break·down of the 
reetifier units in the first dynamic speakers sold. Since this is 
several years and the speakers arc still working as well as when 
they were new, there need be no hesitancy on this point. More
over, this could not possibly be a source of cxpense of any mag· 
nitude because the speakers as a whole do not cost a great deal, 
much less a minor part of the speaker assembly. 

We can dismiss the question of cost and expense just as most 
of the radio listeners have already done. 

Rationality of Majority. 
It is unreasonable to assume that 99 per cent. of the broadcast 

listeners are deceived by the speaker manufacturer's publicity 
in favor of dynamics. We eannot wholly discount the deliberate 
choice of millions of people who have picked dynamics and take 
cognizance only of the few who now prefer magnetics, Most 
people can judge quality for themselves and they know what is 
the most nearlv realistic. They pick out deficiencies just as 
quickly as the s-ound engineers, although they may not know the 
exact causes. 

It was not until the dynamic speaker was made available that 
broadcast listeners were given an opportunity to listen to the 
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Not that the did not turn out as 
did afterward, but tbe speakers wer 

not capable handling the volume on notes. 1'h 
rattled as as the volume was turned up, and thi 

not the low reproduction but th 
output. wide possible of the armature of tll 

permitted large amplitudes, as required by high power 
low note reproduction, and that without ever touching the fiX1 
tures in the speaker assembly. Thus the signals were reproJ 
duced strong and clear and with true amplitude relatiol1shi~ 
among the notes of different frequeney. ' 

It was not until these amplifiers and the dynamic speaker~ 
'were combined that the orchestra was lifted from the concert 
hall and transported to the home, that the great organs werd 
erected in the living room, that the voices of the great singers 
were reereated at the fireside. Previously the orchestras, the 
different instruments and the great voices were only misrepre
sented in the home. 

While good quality can be produced w'ith a specially con
structed magnetic unit coupled to a long exponential horn it is 
not practical to use such comhinations in the home, or even in a 
small hall. The exponential horn requiref\ would be so large 
that all the furniture would have to muved ont of the home 
and the ians would have to find a post somewhere 
inside ·the enormous horn. This would be comfortable 
and they would not get the benefit of the good quality which 
the combination would produce. 

Moreover, the cost of a specially constructed magnetic unit 
and the exponential horn would be greater than half a dozen of 
the finest dynamic speakers ever produced. The rent for the 
space occupied by the horn alone in instances would 
amount to more than the upkeep cost of entire radio re-
ceiver equipped with a good dynamic speaker. 

Hum Ohjections. 
There may be an objection to dynamic speakers on the ground 

that they often hum more than magnetics. When they do hum, 
of comse, this must be counted against them. But why should 
a good dynamic hum? It does not do it. Sure, it is possible 
to get dynamie speakers that hum but in comparing speakers we 
must not compare the cheapest of one class against the best of 
another. Neither should we attribute hum to the speaker that 
originates ill the amplifier. It is a fact that the rnost serious 
hum in any case arises in the radio frequency or audio fre
quency amplifier, and this hum will be brought out both by 
the magnetic and the dynamic speaker. It is a signal as far as 
the speaker is concerned, and the more this hum is brought out 
the better is the speaker for it indicates high efi1ciency on the 
low notes. 

So if the dynamic hums a little more than the magnetic it is a 
point in its favor, a strong point indeed. The remedy is not 
to tinker with the speaker, or to substitute an il1ferior speaker r 
but to remove the source of the hum in the amplifier or in the 
B supply. In nearly all cases the trouble can be removed, even 
to suit the most efficient dynamic, by introducing more filtering 
in the B supply unit, or by selecting a B supply that is adequate 
for the receiver in question. 

The hum produced by the average dynamic speaker is 
usually so low, that it cannot be heard without putting the ear 
next to the sounding cone. It is so weak that it does not inter
fere with the signals a few feet from the speaker. What pos
sible objection can there be to a hum that cannot be heard un
less the ear is put up against the cone? Surely that is never 
the normal position of a broadcast listener. 

Moreover, not all dynamic speakers hum by evt;n that amount. 
Those that hum just a little bit, a negligible bit, are those that 
have in-built rectifiers of the low voltage type. There are 
other speakers which operate on high voltage rcetified current, 
often taken from the B supply in the receiver from a special 
rectifier-filter. These do not hum, as a rule. fact that the 
former type is more popular shows that disadvantages 
over the hum-less variety is discounted Ow majority of 
listeners, and therefore the hum cannot obiectionable, if 
noticeable. 

, We are forced accordingly to admit that 
is superior to the magnetic because from 
advantages of the dynamic outweigh 
the disadvantages are comparatively 
which weigh strongly in favor of the 
all radio and sound engineers select tlH~se 
tory measurements show that they are 
and efficiency; that broadcast Iisten'ers are 
in their choice of this type speaker; that 
capacity is vastly superior to that of the 
sound output is more nearly realistic as 
appreciate real music and speech. 
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C. McIntosh 

A T FIRST thought it \vould seem that the question of the 
:>uperiority of dynamic over speakers been 
settkd definitelv And it if we wefe to disre-

gard the relative mel:its of the two types of speaker and 
our judgment solely on the popularity of the dynamic. A 
reflection will show that the popular opinion that dynamics ar,e 
superior rests more on advertising than on the relative merits 
at the two types. 

If we were to base our judgment on present popularity, 
the dynamic speaker would be far in the lead, but if we are to 
base our judgment on merits, the question is far from settled· 
Indeed, arguments have to be advanced to prove that the dy" 
namic is in any way superior to the magnetic, and such argu
ments are neither plentiful nor conclusive. Many of them <,xc 
easily refutable. 

Before we proceed to prove the equality, if not the snperiority, 
of the magnetic speaker let us define the two types. A mag-
netic speaker is one in which the armamre or par! is a 
piece of iron attracted by a varying ficld, this field varied 
by the signal. The steady portion of the fiel(l lllay he produced 
either by a permanent magnet or by an ekctrnmaglWt. A dy-
namic speaker is one in which the it coil carrying 
the signal current, located in a steady either by 
a permanent magnet or by an shall exclude 
that magnetic speakn in which is produced by an 
electromagnet and that speaker which the field is 
produced hy a permanent magnet. we exdude from 
each type the field which is unsatisfactory. 
This can be dol'll' wit/Will 

It should he lIot;;d 
ductor dynamk f;tlls 
clear that the 
not take it out 
distinction mn~t he 
dising expediency, 

One of the main 
it is not neces:;arv 1 .. 
That is, we do ' 
fief, or a filter. 
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that by litClH; definitions the so-called in
in Ihe chi:;' 01 magnetic speakers. It is 

of speaker does 
another class. The 

rather than 011 mere han-

be strong as dellin'd, 

speaker is that 
producing a field. 

battery, a recti
and it can 

to assure 
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the possibility of hum intro-
duction through the of the disadvantages of 
the dynamic speaker. (kvic('s lleed be incor-
porated to minimize hllm ni dynamic speakers, 
for the hum is zero II Ih(' practical dynamic 
speaker there is nearly a 'T~ld\lill no matter how 
well the field current has h.·cll liit.opd ill' well the hum-
bucking has been arranged. AhwNIVI'I' it ('xceptional precau
tions have been taken to eliminnte tin, from the dynamic, 
the speaker and its associated ([('viets hecorm: heavy and ex-
pensive, and its sensitivity may suff!:!' ni Ihe time. 

The magnetic speaker is simph; in inexpensive, 
and hum-free. 

If the magnetic speaker were in tiny wav inferior to the dy
namic it would not be used by telephone laborntories, where the 
finest sound producing equipment is designed and built. The fact 
that these laboratories still use magll(:tie ~Jic.alH"rs where fine 
quality reproduction is paramount is stn'llg ('vidence for the 
superiority of the magnetic. Finely magnetic units 
attached to long exponential horns are equipment turned 
out by these laboratories, and no expert Oil gound reproduction 
has yet been able to say that the quality irnllJ i his exquipment is 
inferior. Indeed, all the experts agree that there is nothing else 
quite as good. If there were any chance that quality could be 
improved by the use of dynamic speakers, w,,\lld he made 
standard (,qllipment in these reproducing S~'5tem5. \Vhile mag
netic speakers are used in these systems we must admit that the 
experts who know most about sound quality regard the mag
netics as sl1perior to the dynamic. 

It is said that dynamic speakers are more efficient than mag
netic. This is true if we consider the signal only. But the 
signal efficiency is not the only thing to be considered, 
especially when any lack of signal efficiency may be offset 
readily by little amplification in the circuit. lIfo!'e important 
is the overall efficiency of the speaker. It may well be that 
the dynamic speaker will have a field requiring 10 watts. Ten 
watts for four hours every day will amount to 1.2 kilowatt-hours 
a month, which at the rate of 7.5 cents per kilowatt-hour will 
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speakl:r. A l'l'clifier is needed, 

of the (ifY disk, low voltage or the 
voltage type. . rectifier 

will break down periodically, .Rectifiers 
cost money. The permanent speaker may 
occasionally require cost only a 
small fraction of what a new wOl1ld cost. Moreover, 
if the magnet is not abused it will retain its 51 rengl II for years. 

Quality of Output. 
The belief that the quality from dynamic speakers is superior 

to that of magnetic is common. vVe have already shown 
that this Qpinion is untenable. We shall give other reasons. 
l:he dynamIC speaker invariably requires an input transformer. 
Every ~rans~ormer, 110 mat~er how good it may be, introduces 
some distortIOn. A magnetlc !:lpeaker be wound so that it 
does not require a transformer, and most this type of speaker 
,;,re so .wound. Thus the distortion introduced by the trallS
tormer IS preYented by the use of a magnetic speaker. 

_ note e~ect!ve!le5S has. always been an argument in favor 
ot dynallllc speaker. ThiS argument does not hold when 
long exponential horn is nor when a lar1Ze cone is 
with a magne~ic unit. n?te reproductiZn is largely a mat-
ter of dimenSIOns, an~ there IS as much room for a large 
sp;:aker <?f the magn~hc type as one of the dynamic. 

There IS another dIsadvantage of the dynamic associated with 
lsnv note reproduction. vVhe? the speaker is made really effec
tive on the low notes ~ the reSidual hum from the field is brought 
out very strongly. 1'requently devices are introduced into the 
speaker .for eliminating this effect, which is done by reducing 
the effiCIency on the low notes. In the magnetic speaker the 
low. notes. can be hrought 0:ut in full force without any danger 
of !l1.creaslr~g the hum. It IS true that hum originating in the 
an:phfier wI!1 come out strong on the magnetic speaker that is 
eftectlve on the low notes, but not any more so than on the 
dynamic. As far as this goes, there is a draw between the two 
types. 

Low Note Capability. 

.In comparing speakers the two types we must discuss what 
nught be called low note capability. This refers to the maximum 
possible swing of the a~mature; which realIy determines the 
yolume that may be obtall1ed on the low notes. If the speaker 
IS so constructed that the armature will strike the poles when 
the volume on the low notes is strong, only a very weak siana! 
can be impressed. If the pole pieces interfere with the m~ve
ment of the armature the quality will be spoiled by rattling. 
I~ !s a?l11itted that in most ma&,netic speakers the low note capa
blhty IS much less than that !l1 dynamic speakers. This how
~ver, is 11.ot serious if a.long. exponential horn or a larg~ cone 
IS used WIth the magnetic umt, because the air load on the unit 
is grea~ enough to prevent any wide excursions of the armature. 

It WIll be remembered that the inductor dynamic speaker is 
really magnetic. Because of this it partakes of all the advan
tages of the magnetic and in addition it permits free movement 
of the armature to the same extent as the dynamic speaker. 
Therefore the low note capability of the inductor "dynamic" 
is every bit as good as that of the dynamic. 

The efficiency of the inductor dynamic on the low notes is 
also fully as good as, if not better than, that of the dynamic 
speaker. Hence this speaker includes the advantages of both 
type~, a~d it should be remembered that it is a magnetic speaker 
desplte Its name. 

Much of the prejudice against magnetic speakers is due to 
the fact that many ,poor ones of this type have been sold. On 
the oth~r hand, much of tl1;e popularity of the dynamics is due 
to the tact that most of thIS type sold have been good in their 
class. most of the favorable opinion on these is due to pub-
licity. a large number of people had really operated first 
class magnetic speakers, either of the inductor or the exponen
tial horn types, in conjunction with first class amplifiers the 
magl~eti.c speaker would now be held in higher regard. 

ThIS IS born out by the fact that many who have tried both 
types continue to use the magnetic and let the dynamic gather 
dust. Some of the keenest judges of tone quality cling to the 
magnetic because the tone is better. These fellows do not jump 
at conclusions, for when they change from one type to the other 
they also change the output coupler so that each type will work 
under the best possible conditions. And are they satisfied with 
a volume so low that the outpu~ is just barely audible? They 
do not. :Many use 250 tubes In push-pull on the magnetic 
speakers and make them do all of which they are capable. The 
speaker does not chatter because it is loaded up with long ex
ponential horn or other suitable acoustic transformer. 
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'RECEIVING conditions as they exist the listener who 
resides in the city are radically different from those that 
exist for the listener who resides more 50 miles from 

station. The problem at hand receiv-
exist due to the sil11uit~neous operation 

stations in New York area, the frequency assign-
ments to the two stations being separated by only 30 kc. 

located tbe east ban!.,. of the 
York licensed to use 

operation. 

Classification of Interference 

at 
located 

this 

In general, cases of be subdivided into two 
classes: (a) where stations are to the same channel or 
frequency; (b) where stations are assigned different channels so 
separated that crosstalk interference may result in the average 
receiving set. Heterodyne interference is clearly not involved in 
this problem. The question which confronted me was \vhethel' 
or 110t in the average set, under the conditions of 

and involved, a frequency separa-
kc. was 

two stations assigned 
the same 

set 
when tuned to the 

(b) Frequency separation de-
sired station 

(c) Ratio of field intensity pmduced by the interfering 
station to that prodvced by the desired station; 

(d) The absolute magnitude of the field intensity produced 
by the interfering station. 

Modulation Width 

Before discussing the effect that each of these factors will 
have upon a interference situation it is necessary to con-
sider briefly characteristics of waves as they are transmit-
ted from broadcasting stations. 

If it be assumed that the modulating frequencies present in 
speech and are not allowed to exceed 5,000 cycles per 
second, then wave radiated a properly operated radio 
telephone transmitter 'will consist a carrier frequency and two 
sidebands, the sidebands extending 5,000 cycles above and 5,000 
cycles below the carrier frequency, :nms the ,vidth of channel 
occupied by a properly operated transmitter, assuming modu
lating frequency is limited to 5,000 cyeies, cannot under any COI1-
ditions exceed 10,000 cycles, that is 10 k;c. . . - . 

vVith broadcast station assignments separated by 10 kc. as is 
the practice today, it is therefore impossible, under the ~ondi
tions described above, for the 10 kc. band transmitted bv one 
station to overlap the 10 kc. band transmitted by the station 
assigned to the adjacent channel, regardless of the power or 
geographic location of the sta.!ions involved, assuming of course 
that the carrier frequencies are correctly adjusted. 

Broad and Sharp Waves 

I wish particularly to emphasize the statement made above be
cause the average radio listener almost invariably refers to the 
different ;'ltat!ons as transmi.tting broa( or sharp waves, his 
characterizatIOn of the statlOns dependll1g upon the relative 
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it necessary to tum the dial of his 
a station, he will say that the statio11 

he finds it necessary to turn 
station is transmitting a 

properly operated stations 
same width channel in the 

ether, the apparent broadness 01' sharpness dependirfg not upon 
the transmitter but on the characteristics of the receiving set in 
lise by the listener. 

Ideal Receiver's Action 

An ideal receiving set would be one which would admit the 
particular 10 kc. band for which the receiver is tuned but would 
completely exclude other frequencies. Thus an ideal receiv-
ing set kc. would all frequencies lying be-
hveCll 595 605 kc, and exclude all Actual 

sets, however do char-
Thus a will ad-

mit almost as easily and lee., wi!! 
also admit to some a It will admit 
still less easily a frequency of kc., and so on. 

This characteristic which determines the extent to which a 
receiving set will eliminate frequencies other than that for which 
it is tuned is kI10\V11 as "selectivity." 

More Circuits, More Selectivity 

The selection of one to the exclusion of others in a 
radio broadcast receiver accomplished by the aid of tuned cir-
cuits. A tuned circuit usualiy consists of a coil, coupled to a 
condenser the capacity of which may be varied by a dial. 

Early radio broadcast receivers utilized only one tuned cir
c\lit, a certain amount of selectivity being thus obtained. How
eyer, wIlen the number of broadcasting stations increased to a 
·point where broadcast assignment.s 10 kc. apart became neces

it was found that more tuned circuits were required. These 
are incorporated with the vacuum tubes used for radio 

amplification. general, as the number of tuned 
is increased the seLectivity of the 

number of receiving sets 
\Vhile I do not have 

that the majority 
al least fOll!' tnned dr-

Sob Have t.O he Considered 

the ['cderal Eadio Commission can deter
llnt particular operating conditions are satis

must determine just what types of radio 
entitled to protection. This determination 

some knowledge of the types of receivers 

that the Federal Radio Commission has a 
the average broadcast listener will have a set 
tuned circuits or at least one of the better 
three-tuned circuit sets. The listener using 
set, or a pogrly designed, old-style three

tuned circnit set, has no right to expect to be protected from 
intercllannel interference which would not be noticed in a set 
possessing average selectivity. 

Certainly if under normal operating conditions a radio listener 
located l<:ss than one mile from .\VGBS and using a three-cir
snit, unshielded radio receiver, such as ,yas manufactured in 
1926, finds it possible. to receive signals from \VMCA or WNYC 
withont interference from \VGBS, it cannot be said that the 
conditions of interference are such that "the simultaneous opera
tion of the stations is not in the public interest. 

Interference and Assignments 

Because of the selectivity characteristics of receiving sets as I 
have discussed, the further apart are the assignments to sta
tion located in the same geogl'aphic1j!1 area, the less the possibil
ity of interference in the average receiving set. In the case at 
hand we are concerned 'with the simultaneous operation of sta
tions separated by only 30 kc. Obviously, there would be less 
possibility at interference if the separation were 60 kc. and still 
less if the separation were 90 kc. 

There has grown up a feeling that there should be a separa
tion of at least 50 kc. between frequency assignments to sta
tions located in the same geographic area. The origin of this 
feeling I wish to discuss in some detail. 
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but 'the actual value of inten-
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(,( phenomena often referred to as 

!llrrellts and voltages ill a set, due to a 
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(;Ihlh,al Study 
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the conditions of operation of 
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and WNYC under present 
in appreciable i;1terference 
nlL'l )1lf1S from the other two 

radio listeners 

All of these were less than a mile distant 
[rom the transmitter, only 100 yards away. 

If listeners residing than a mile from stations have no 
difficulty in eliminating nearby station in favor of a more 
distant station it is evident that listeners residing; more than a 
mile away should certainly have no difficulty. Inasmuch as the 
members of the staff of WGBS had received a f~w complaints 
of interference we decided to include these in the list of places 
to be visited. 

'While actual studies of receiving conditions in the homes of 
broadcast listeners Yield first,lnnd information concerning 
broadcast conditions in a particular locality, it is nec\Ossary to 
know the field intensities prodJlced by the two stations involved 
as the points of observation, if the information gained by re-
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set studies is to be of any value in determining what 
expected in other localities. 

Field Intensities M~easured 

Accordingly, having made actual studies of receiving condi~ 
tions, I made measurements of field intensities produced by 
WGBS and WMCA at all of the locations at which receiving 
set investigation had been made with the exception of two. No 
measurements wer_e made of the field intensities prQduced by 
\VNYC, it being common knowleds;e that this station produces 
larger field intensities throughout the area in question than does 
\-VMCA. If interference does result with the receptiop of the 
weaker signals from vVMCA, it follows that il1terfer~nce will 
not result ill receiving the st~onger signals frum W:1;J"YC. 

The apparatus which I used in maldng tJeld intensity meas-
urements the same that which is tls"d by the Radio Su-
pervisors the United Department <;;.ommerce. This 
apparatus was mounted truck. The then driven 
to the various points and I will give 
the field intensities in per meter, as produced by 
vVGBS, the intensity produced \VMCA and the ratio of the 
intensity from \VGBS to that from vVMCA. It will be remem
bered that the higher this l""tio, the greater the possibility of in
terference and that if using average receiving apparatus at 
points where this f?,tio is very high no interference results then 
certainly 110 interference would exist using the same apparatus 
at points where this ratio is low. 

Tells How Sets Behaved 

Observation point No. 1 was made at the Yorkville Radio 
Shop, at the corner of 86th Street alid Lexington Avenue. This 
location is just one mile due west from the transmitter. (\NGBS 
signal 39,200 micro'volts, \VMCA 24,000 micro-volts, ratio 1.6) 
Here four different sets were tested (a) a late made Brunswick 
using four tuned circuits; (b) a late 1l10del-).1:ajeJttic using four 
tuned circuits; (c) a late model 633 Stromberg Carl~on using 
four tuned circuiJs and (d) a model 55 Atwater Kent using three 
tuned circuits. No difficulty was experienced in separating the 
stations and was evident that no interference would have re~ 
suIted even the ratio of vVGBS sigl1al to that of WlI;rCA had 
been far greater. 

Observation No. 2 was made at the Astor restaurant on the 
corner of Mills street and Astoria Avenue, 1 p. 111., just 100 
yards southeast of the transmitting antenna, \VGBS 344,000 mi~ 
cro-volts, vVJy1CA 3,280 ratio 105). These are extreme conditions 
under which to expect to receive vVMCA to the exclusion of 
WGBS. This test was inade when \VGBS was entitled to 
500 watts power during the daytime. The antenna in use 
a total length of 50 feet of which 20 feet was flat top. 

The Magic of the Little Condenser 

While listening to WMCA, W,GBS could be heard in the 
background sufficiently loud to be obj ectionable on sQ.me pro
grams although 110t on others. By inserting a slIlall condenser 
in series with the antenna having a capii\city of 100 mmfd., 
vVMCA could be heard without any objectionable crosstalk 
from \-VGBS. By listening very carefully at the loudspeaker, 
\VGBS could just pardy be heard when the transmitter at 
\YMCA was not being modulated. \Vith the condef!set: in there 
was no difficulty in receiving" other stations. 

Observation No.3 was made at 2 :30 p. m., at the home of Mr. 
and Mrs. Fitcht~1111an, 322 East 83rd' Street, on Manhattan 
Ishind.. At this point the intensity produced by \VGBS was 
found to be 72,600 mv. p. m., that from W1viCA 10,300 mv.'p. m., 
the intensity ratio, therefore, being 7.05. The rec;,eiver location 
is three~fourths of a mile west and a little south of vVGBS's 
transmitter, over half of this distance being over water. 

The receiving set in use in this location is a Fada Special bat
tery operated set using; three tuned circuits, tl::Le con~:l.el1sers be
ing unshielded. I am very familiar with this parti~!1lar model, 
having used one in 111y home in 1926. It is my understanding 
that this set was manufactured during 1925 and 1926. I believe 
it to be typical of the three circuit receivers manufactured at 
that time. -

Poor Quality Traced Down 

Using an antenna having a total length of 70 feet, no diffi
culty whatsoever was en_countered in receiving W1{CA while 
'VGBS was in operation using 500 watts power. The quality of 
reproduction, however, fro111 all stations received was very poor 
and it had been the opinion of Mr. and Mrs. Fltchtelman that 
this poor qt1ality was due to the operation of \VGBS. As a 
matter of fact it was due to the presence of dirt and moisture 

(Continued 011 ne .... t page) 
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h r h 
A Review of 

C. General Elec-
a paper on the 

Vacuum Tube Field" to 
the March issue of "Proceedings the Institute of Ra,dio 
Engineers." He traces the history the development le!'ldll1g 
to standardization and gives the present status.. B~se dllnen
sions, the filament voltage, plate voltage: an.d gnd bIas v?ltage 
are the features that require standardIzatIOn of the hIghest 
degree. . 

"Graphs of Prof. ~o'nl1n::rfield's Atten?atlOl1 Formula for 
Radio Waves" is the tItle 01 a paper contnbuted ~y Dr. Bruno 
Rolf, First Meteorologist, Director of th~ Geol?hyslcal Observ~
tory at Abisko, Sweden. The paper IS. mamly of .theoretlc 
interest to those who' are trying to explam mathematically the 
vagaries of radio wave behavior. 

Henry E. Hallborg describes "The Radio Plant of R. C. A. 
Communications Inc.," and contrasts the present short-wave 
plant with the l~ng-wave plant which was the major means of 
long-distance communication six. years ago. Direc.tive tra?s
missidn and reception are deSCribed and graphs gIven whIch 
show the nature of the transmission pattern. The present stat~s 
of facsimile and photo-radio is also outlined. The paper IS 
illustrated with many photographs of equipment and graphs of 
characteristics. 

A High.Frequency Transmitter 

1. F. Byrnes and J. B. Coleman, Engineering Department, 
R. C. A.-Victor Company, Inc., Camden, N. ]., describe "A 20 
to 40 Kilowatt High Frequency Transmitter," giving photd
graphs, characteristics and circuit diagrams, The speed of 
transmission is as high as 890 words per minute. 

A timely paper 011 "Power Output Characteristics of the 
Pentode" is contributed by Stuart Ballantyne and H. L. Cobb, 
Boo'nton Research Corporation, Boonton, N. J. The paper is 
principally mathematical, but experimental technique and results 
are also given to verify the mathematical deductions. Three 
types of power limitation are classified and. d!scussed: .(1) ~is
tortion due to curvature of the characterIstic; (2) dIstortion 
due to plate current cut-off; (3) distortion due to the grid 
potential beco'ming positive. The circumstances of the occur
rence and their effects are studied qualitatively. The analysis 
and the experimental results apply to a special pentode, and not 
the voltage amplifier pentode available on the American market. 

An interesting account of "Experiments with Electric \Vaves 
of About 3 Meters" is contributed by Abraham Esau and "Walter 
M. Hahnemann, C. Lorenz-Aktiengesellschaft, Berlin-Tempel
hof Getmany. This paper should prove of great value and 
int~rest the American radio amateur, since the equipment 
necessary transmission and reception is relatively simple and 
inexpensive, and also since there is very little crowding in this 
band. Amateurs are permitted to use the 0.75 meter frequency 
and the paper indicates that it is possible to go down as lo\~ 
as 0.5 meter. 

r din s' 
That Were Written by Experts 

"The maximum range these wayes," the paper states, 
on the height transmitter and the receiver 

the surroundings. ultra-short waves (3 m.) are 
appropriate signaling means for short-distance com

As far as can be seen at present, they do not have 
. within the attainable short ranges they 

rec~Ptjon, without the possibility of disturbances 
inherent to the long and short waves used up to now. 

"As the ultra-short "waves may readily be modulated with 
"ery larO"e width of television transmission, they may perhaps 
some (l;~y lead to the practical sdlution of television trans
mission." 

Testing Piezo Oscillators 

E. L. Hall of the radio section of the Bureau of Standards,. 
"Washington, D, c., describes method and apparatus used by 
the Bureau of Standards in testing piezo oscillators for broad
cast stations. The subject is discussed under the fo'llowing 
heads: Piezo Oscillators as Frequency Standards for Broadcast 

; Testing Methods; Description of Apparatus; Opera
Apparatus; Test Procedure, and Conclusion, The 

measurement of the frequency of a broadcast is done by com
paring it with the frequency 0'£ a piezo oscillator which is 
temperature~controlled and of constant and accurately known 

of C. Lorenz Aktiengesellschaft, Berlin, 
German Common Frequency Broadcast 

three German broadcast stations are 
synchronized for simultaneous transmission on the same 
frequency. 'Two' c,lbles are necessary between stations, in which 
the carrier is between 1,500 and 2,500 cycles. Multi-
plication of is accomplished by static frequeney 
changers in three stages. 

Radio and the Weather 

In "vVeather Forecasting by Signal Radio Intensity," R. C. 
Colwell, West Virginia University, Morgantown, IN. Va., shows 
by graphic records the relationship between reception and 
weather conditions. Increasing intensity after nightfall is an 
indication that the llext will be stormy; decreasing intensity 
after nightfall indicate'S following day will be clear, and 
nd change in the signals received after nightfall 
indicates no change weather. The records refer to 
KDKA, Pittsburgh, Pa., Morgantov,'l1, \V. Va. 

An interesting VaCutlm~tube beat-frequency 
oscillator is 'N arren, Jr., University of 
Pennsylvania, 'rhe used is a 222 screen 
grid tube. One by a tuned circuit in 
the control grid, the plate in the usuaT 
manner. The other det(mnincd by a tuned circuit 
in the screen grid lead. records of the beat cur-
rent show that the wave rille, is not pure. 

Jansky Reports on Interference Remedies 
(C onclllded from preceding page) 

in the loudspeaker mechanism. After this dirt had been re
moved the fidelity of reproduction was found to be entirely sat
isfactory. 

Observation No.4 was made 3 :40 p. m., at the home of Mr. 
J. Doyle, 252 East 77th Street, on Manhattan Island. The re
ceiving . set installed at this location was a Lang set operating 
directly off the 110 volt DC supply ;;ystem: An antenna having 
a fiat top length of some 80 feet was in use and although there 
were two antenna posts, one for a long antenna and the other 
for a short antelll1<1.) the long antenna had heen connected to the 
short antenna post. Upon test it was found that all stations re
ceived could be heard over a comparativelv large portion of the 
dial. This portion of the dial was farger the more powerful the 
station. 

The tuning characteristics of this set show why the average 
listener assumes that some radio broadcasting stations are 
sharp while others are broad. The results obtained by tuning 
this receiver were of snch interest that I have recorded them 
in detail. The receiver dial had 100 divisions. WMCA could 
be heard anywhere between the 100 and the 75 division markings, 
vVGBS anywhere between 95 and 64_. VVEAF between 60 and 76, 
vVOR between 52 and 67, WJZ between 45 and 55, WABC be~ 
tween 32 and 38. 

It can be seen that VvMCA could be heard over 25 divisions, 

WGBS over 40, WEAF over 16, WOR over 12, WJZ over 10, 
and WABC over 6. The listener, attributing the charac-
teristics of his receiver transmitters would say that 
vVGBS, since it could over 40 divisions, was approxi-
mately seven times as as vVABC which could be heard' 
over only 6, whereas, 1IS a matter Qf fact both stations o<:_cupy 
the same width channel, 10 kilocycles. 

Obviously, a receiving set, selectivity characteristics of which 
are such that a station like \VJZ 30 miles away could be heard: 
over 10 divisions and other stations over §ti11 wider portions of 
the dial, cannot be considered as sufficiently selective for mod
ern conditions. 

However, inasmuch as the volume obtained from this set was. 
far too great for comfortable reception even with the volume 
control in its minimum position it was quite obvion,'i that the 
antenna was far larger than that for which the set had been 
designed. Disconnecting this antenna and substituting a smaller 
one reduced all signals to a satisfactory volume, yet permitted 
receptiQ.n of any station and at the same time made the set suf
ficiently selective so that VVJyICA could easily be heard at the 
exclusion of WGBS. At this location vVGBS was producing a' 
signal intensity of 68,600 mv. p. m, WMCA an intensity of 9,200," 
the ratio being 7.45. The receiving location is seven-eighths or a 
m~l~ southwest from. WqiBS's transmitter. The Lang receiver 
utIlIzes three tuned ClrcUlts although I understand this receiver 
is of fairly recent design. 



RAD 

n d u 
to Amperes Without 

S, William John 

I 
received se,'eral ,the past two weeks 

readers for a A eliminator, and I 
have had the idea in previously to discuss 

this sllbject. The DC output the eliminator I am about 
to outline is flexible, but its output voltage for con~ 
tinuous operation is in excess of most commercially available devices 
of this character. 

The principal parts do Hot differ so widely from ordinary elimi
nators, and cOllsist of a step-down transformer (110 volts to 20 
volts), two 1S-volt mfd, 2,000 l1nilateral condensers, either dry or 
liquid type; a c\1oh; imhl(:tance, which may be home-made, and the 
necessary Wirilll.{, bind!!))!; posts and a 6-ohm controlling resistor 
that is variahle amI wJ\t carry at least two to three amperes without 
excessive heating, finally a large surface dry rectifier, made by 
combining' at lea,t similar commercia! rectifiers in parallel 
circuit. 

It is 
sCI'iptioll 

!o lwgin about here to give a constructional de
wan! to say something more important first. 

Something Extra Good 

why most of us 'Hant to build our own ap
assembled parts or home manufactl1red ones, 
we can build something better suited to our 

lit'''''' than is possible to buy commercially madeup, 
it's eertainly very true as most manufacturers 
apparatus to fill a definite and prescribed re

home builder finds out that as his experi
!!rowing the need for more flexible apparatus 

eHher more exacting tests or tests that require 
1130a1 types of A eliminators do not come up 
the device at present under discussion. 

A eliminators have a bad tendency of causing 
toward the end of their useful life, which, 
ent short by untimely overheating of the 

rectifying Hill 1 , 6thcr to improper adaptation of the device to 
the load which it i,; ~\IPll(J';l'd to carry, or breakdowl) the unilateral 

(\11(' 10 I:xc(,,;!)ive p1llsating component. there are a 
lH'fc on the l,itfalls to avoid, and all of them 

of :lI'ranging a design that is ample in every respect 
n\tlter than a device that is skimpy. 

new ones. 
viz., all AC 
and all (-) 
then led to the 
circuit is self-expJanaj(.ry, 

TR must be operative whatever 
local legiting supply A 25 

to be larger than one similar 
arc two 2,000 mfd unilateral COl1-

peak voltage rating. C, is a 

dry rectifiers. These should be 
made up and connected as shown, 

all (+) terminals together 
grouped DC connections are 
here to the binding posts the 

Direcli!ln~ fl)t' Milking Choke 

The only unexplained 
to describe a design 
who line in 25 cycle 
formers) should be 
transformer HE" iron 
sheet stock, and have the 
11re lYs"x3Yz". These 
windings and insulation for 
it mllst be realized here that 

the choke Ll and I am going 
ample iron for those builders 

choke (but different trans-
50 cycles. Obtain enough 

made from good silicon 
space "half") meas

enough room for 
circuits. Of course 

rectification the 

THE CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF THE "A" SUPPLY 

pulsating DC compQnent will be 120 beats per second and 50 beats, 
per second, respectively. 

Now the winding on the choke coil is to be with No. 16, 
plain enamel wire and will consist of 16 layers 52 turns per 
layer, making a total of 832 turns, if the coil is wound full. This 
allows 1/16" for core, and coil end insulation pieces and the only 
variable left is the thickness of the core. Make the core about 2" 
thick. These data are for home-making of the choke, but the same 
results can be obtained from the slightly differently made Polo. 
A-E choke. 

r have one of these eliminators operating as a source of A voltage 
on a Superheterodyne and its (jutput under 2Yz ampere load is 
humless, and has been so for a year. Also, the operating tempera
ture is very low, due to the generous dimensions of all parts, but 
as resuits are what finally count, this over-sized storage battery 
substitute is a real asset. 

Some Data On Prices 

The controlling resistance, R1, is a 6 ohm variable, one that 
should carry at least 2Yz amperes without getting excessively warm •. 

This eliminator can be used to furnish current for a wide variety 
of uses, where a smooth steady flow is important. 

The transformer should cost around $2, the choke (built up) 
about $6,25, the 2,000 mfd, $4.50 each. Four are needed, as these 
will run into some money, $1S or so for all four. The "ra,b" curves· 
in . at + the rectifiers kuprox 16 disc 2 x 2" works well. 

LIST OF PARTS 

T. R.-A no volt to 20 volt step down transformer. (Specify 
whether for 50, 40 or 25 cycles, 25 cycles can be used on 
40 cycles.) 

LI-A choke made up as per instructions, or a Polo A·E choke, 
CI, C2-Two Flechtheim 2,000 mfd unilateral condensers. 
C3-0ne 2 mfd. by-pass condenser. 
RI-A 6-ohm variable resistor, capacity 2~~ amperes. 
Two insulated binding posts and necessary connecting wire. 

Spreckels ade $12,908,612 on Kolster Stock 
The net profit by Rudolph Spreckels of 

San Francisco, chairman of the board of 
directors of the Kolster Radio Corpora
tion, in the sale of Federal-Brandes and 
l(olster stock during 1927, 1928 and 1929. 
amounted to $12.908,612, it was revealed 
in a statefent filed in Newark by his 
attorney, \iValbridge Taft, and submitted 
at the Jast of a series of hearings held by 
John A. Bernhard, special master ap
pointed to investig:ate the charges made 
by Albert Schwartz that someone had 

the market" ill the of KoI-
steI' stock. 

Mr. Taft also announced that pl2.ns for 
the reorganization of the company were 
being- worked out and soon will be made 
public. -

The statement showed that Mr. S1)reck
eJs made a profit of $117,668 in 1927, $14,-
284,824 in 1928, and that he lost $1,493,-
880 in 1929 in the purchase and sale of 
KoisteI' stock. These figures are before 
income taxes. The total pnrchascs of 

Kolster stock by Mr. Spreckels were 388,-
004 shares, at prices ranging from $10 to. 
$84.25 per share. From November, 1927, 
to December, 1929, he sold various 
amounts of Federal Brandes and KoIsteI' 
stock at prices ranging from $6.38 to $84 
per share. He now holds, the statement 
said, 57,246 shares of preferred stock and 
18,219 shares of common stock, which 
makes hh}1 the principal holder of the 
common stock ill the KoisteI' Radio Cor
poration. 



ORE STATIONS 
ON SAME WAVE, 
PLEA TO BOARD 

Vvashington. 
In a brief filed with the Federal Radio 

Commission in behalf of \;\fBBM, of Chi
cago, simultaneous operation of high
powered broadcasting stations on opposite 
sides of the country 011 cleared channels 
of identical frequency, as a means of re
lieving congestion in the broadcast band 
without conflicting with sound engineering 
practice, is recommended to the Commis
sion. 

This would enable the Commission, 
cording to the brief filed by Littlepage 
Littlepage, counsel for \;\fBB11, to assign 
10 additional assignments of high-powered 
stations, which could be assigned to cer
tain states in the Middle \;\fest, notably 
vVisconsin and Indiana, which they do not 
now have but to which they are entitled, 
without taking away from the Chicago 
area any of existing stations. Chicago is 
entitled to.J:wo cleared channels and now 
has four four-sevenths of the eight 
channels for the entire fourth 
zone. 

The attorneys suggested the division 
the country into what they termed 
three "natural zones," the Atlantic coast, 
the Mississippi Valley, and the Pacific 
coast. Under the present law the country 
is divided into five zones, on the basis of 
population, and provides that the available 
broadcasting facilities be divided equitably 
among these zones. According to the 
Commission's record the' facilities have not 
been divided in this manner, the attorneys 
for \VBBM contends. 

"Your applicant contends," the brief 
states, "that nowhere in the radio act 
1927 or in the amendments thereto has 
Congress made any references to 
channels, that the establishment such 
cleared channels is not required or specifi
cally authorized by law, and that, conse
quently, the establishment of such cleared 
channels and the attempt to allocate them 
equally among the five zones has in fact 
no foundation in the law." 

8-M SALESMEN COMPLETE TOURS 
H. C. Bodman, W. Sams and D. S. 

Hill, sales heads Silver-Marshall, I11C., 
Chicago manufacturers of Silver Radio 
and the S-M parts, have completed tours 
of three sections of the co'untry. 

Asks Reasonable Expectations 

1"" HOSE unappreciative of RADIO 
\VORLD'S qualities are indeed hard 
to please. I for one do not expect 

one radio' magazine supply all my re-
quirements, though \VORLD certain-
ly does its part, in supplying the experi
menter, the more technically inclined, the 
novice and the news hound. 

Now you would-be howlers, layoff 
RADIO 'WORLD! Remember there is only 
one radio weekly, and though it may 110t 
always suit your ot:. my fancy in some o'f 
its issues, remember it is only one week 
until there is another copy at your door, 
and mayhap, through the generosity of 
the editors, it will contain the much-
wanted articles. ' 

Also you would-be DX hounds take no'
tice, before you condemn the circuits pub
lished in RADIO WORLD, or the manufac-

VIEW OF THE JENKINS DISC, 
MOTOR, LAMP AND LENS 

Aiming to provide the average radio 
experimenter with a device affording re
sults in radio television receptio'n, yet per'
mitting of subsequent alterations and ad
ditions, the J enkin5 Television Corpora
tion of Jersey City, N. J., announces its 
Model 100 Radiovisor, This device in
cludes scanning disc, motor, lamp and 
magnifying lens for the reception 
standard 48-lille, 15 pictures per 
radiovision signals. 

Attachments available in the future will 
permit of receiving other standard sig
nals. 

The motor of the Jenkins radiovisor is 
of the Faraday eddy current type, 
prising six electromagnets operating 
conjunction with a toothed rotor and co'p
per disc, a synchronous motor for auto
matic synchronism when used on the same 
i\C the radiovision trans-

speed contro'l permits 
variations in speed, so that the 
disc may be synchronized, 

COlnpan.y 
Has New Treasurer 

Following a special meeting of the Board 
of the DeForest Radio Company on 
March 21st, James \V. Garside, President 
of the Company, announced the election 
of Oscar Monrad, President o'f the Ampco 
Twist Drill Company, as Treasurer and 
Director of the DeForest Company. The 
Board also elected vVilJiam J, Barkley, 
Vice-President; Dr. Lee DeForest, Vice
President in charge of research; and 
Allen B. DuMont, Vice-President ill 
charge of engineering. 

Forum 
tured sets that you say are no good for 
distance, be sure that the fault doesn't 
lie at your own door. VVhat do yo'u ex
pect, anyway. California in the daytime 
from New York or Pennsylvania? You 
do not expect your automobile to make 
200 miles per hour because some speed 
maniac gO'es that fast, so why expect too 
much of your radio? 

I have raised California on three tubes, 
and ""VDlls at that, with the station 
power of 200 watts, but that wasn't done 

BOARD DEFIED 
BY MICHIGAN; 
ARRESTS LOOM 

'\Vashington. 
The State of Michigan has challenged 

the right of the Federal Government to 
say who shall operate a radio station. 
The Michigan Legislature has ordered 
police wireless, and Governor Green says 
that he shall proceed to carry out the 
mandate of the Legislature. 

The Radio Commission has announced 
that it has asked the Department of J us
tlee to instruct the department's agents 
in to arrest any person who 
starts on the police radio station 
without a construction permit from the 
Commission. To this the Governor re-
plied: -

"Regardless of threats of arrest, the 
State will proceed with the construction 
of the station. The Lcgislatun: has stipu
lated that a station be established and 
appropriated funds for its cOl1Btrnction. 

We expect to carry out the mandate of 
the Legislature." 

Board Members Surprised 
The Commission's brief reply was: 
"The matter is now in the hands of the 

Department of Justice." 
Members of the Commission said they 

were surprised that Governor Green had 
decided that he would make an Issue of 
the case, since he had everything to lose 
and nothing to gain by refusing to await 
the results of a hearing on the applica
tion of the police station for a wave, 
which has been set for May 15th. Never
theless the Commission wanted to make 
this a test case, since it is the first open 
defiance of the regulation requiring a 
construction permit. 

Legal Phase 
The Michigan contention is that the 

power, vested in the State, permits 
adoption of all necessary measures to 

that power including the tracking 
of by radio communication. The 
Conllliission contends the radio law, under 
the commerce clause the Federal Con

station licensing 
to the Federal 

LITERATURE WANTED. 
Irdllg Ohnn, 879 Raymond St •• Akron, Ohio 
j{"n!1eih W. Meyer, 875 Myrtle Ave., Bridgeport, 

Conn. 
Clyde Hunsicker, 89 Ramona Ave., San Fran-

cisco, Calif. 
11. H. MoLeod, 4807 Ash Lane, Dallas, Texas 
Laurence Cord, J111.W. 56th St., Cleveland, Ohio 
U: Haight, 3761 Wade St., Venice, Calif. 
Ernest Coler, 11 McLean Ave" Highland Park, 

Mich. 

this year or last year, and you cannot ex
pect it next year. 

In regard to calling a receiver a nine 
or ten-tube affair when really it only has 
seven or eight receiving tubes, why no't 
also count the lights in home or the 
pilot light, make an even more 
powerful ? I have only a seven-
tube receiver, and all tubes are all worked 
at peak efficiency, It also co'ntains 
two rectifier tubes and a pilot light, and 
they have sufficient work, too, and 1 
believe that I know how to operate 
it efficiently, but I don't get KFI or 
KNX every night, and I don't believe 
there is any other make or type that can 
do so, conditions being the same, 

Keep up the good work, Mr. Editor, and 
let the knockers knock. 

1. V. FREEMAN, 
Amory, Miss. 



RCA GIVES BEST 
'FAUST'SO 

ON AIR IN 

Tld~ 

By EDWIN FANCHER 

the most melo .. 
sllch a pro

m(:lOltiic,us passages, 

Who Was What 

popularity 
not 

of broadcasts by 
combined con

was heard on a 
of forty-six sta

Broadcasting Com-
York City, as the 

in the WEAF 
result, in voice 

excellent on space 

were rendered by the 
followillV: 

Edit hi', l'I"I ;chIT, ,"prano of the 11etro-
poliL!ll t:,ll11 p;tny, as Marguerite. 
l\rllland Armenian tenor, of the 

Co'mpany, as Faust; 
Leon u[ the Metropolitan 
Opera ;!'s Mephistopheles, 
Theodore lnritl,nc, as Valentin. 
The SPOk(;ll 0'1' "ncil'd" parts were played 
by: Rosaline Green l!~Marguerite; Allyn 
Joslyn, as Faust; \ 'harks \,Varburton, as 
Mephistopheles. Besides, there was a 
chorous of sixteen voices, and a large Of
chestra, directed by Nathaniel Shilkret. 

The 1a',lI:d a brief ho'llr, 
the highest 
form waltz, 
that tempts even dance, was 
the opening piece, by the 
foreboding overture the 
tragic end. \Valpurgis shone forth 
in all its lively splendor as a contrast to 
the direness to' come. 

The Action of the Opera 

story of "Faust" is hased on 
work, and deals with the Dcvil's 

agent endowing the aged Faust with 
youth, in return for Faust's surrender of 
his soul. Faust m<:ets Marguerite, beauti
ful maiden, and b~trays her while her 
brother Valentin is "off to the wars." On 
returning Valentin is k:Ued by Faust in 
a sword duel, and with h;s dying breath 
bitterly puts a curse on his sister to her 
sobbing face. A baby is born to Marguer
ite, she is sent to prison, Faust visits her 
there to find her insane and himself un
recognized by her, and she dies in his 
sight, being transported to heaven by 

Chicago. 
is installing television transmit-

ting equ1l?1l1:ent and to institute a 
regular service middle of 
Tune. 
, The Television signals will be trans
mitted over short-wave statian vV9XAP 
all 6,040 kilocycles whil e the sound signals 
will be sent out all vVMAQ's regular 
broadcast frequency, 670 kilocycles. 

According to present plans, television 
presentation of some of the regular sound 
programs will be made daily. 

opera, was 
tyan, whose 
fervor. This 
Marguerite's 
dwelling and 
before, not 

Mephisto-

any 
and 

proud. 
et Pure," the most 
and perhaps the 

req uirement in this 
pulsingiy by 

with a 
apostrophe 

Shines in Jewel Song 

One Faust's devices is to leave a 
casket jewels in the garden, and Mar-
guente, while he is hiding, finds them, 
and sings the precious jewel which 
Miss Fleischer embellished skill-
fu!' freshness. 

Miss Fleischer and Mr. Tokatyan 
teamed superbly in the duet numbers. 
"Laissez-moi Contempler Ton Visage," a 
love of catchy beauty, stood o'ut as if 
to the as;3ertion 
heavy opera that 
catchiness, whereas 
an incidentality of an opera, 
ruling impulse. 

Mr. Rothier is an adept Faust and a fine 
actor, besides, yet it so happened that 
Faust the Actor (Mr. 'Warburton) did all 
that Mr. Rothier could have done-he 
was just splendid. Nevertheless it was well 
Mr. Rothier did the bedevilled singing. 
The old master stood out as is his tradi-
tional with the Mephisto'pheles role. 
And course his French was just de-
licious and should have made the other 
singers jealous, but surely did not! 

Miss Green, who acted as Marguerite, is 
well known for her dramatic work for the 
National Broadcasting Company and in 
the Eveready Hdur, She had her practical 
schooling with the ,\VGY Players and she 
is a dependable performer. 

Trade Note 
For its operatic presentations RCA de

serves more praise than it wil! receive. It 
can be forgiven now for its self-regretted 
Clause Nine in license contracts to set 
manufacturers, attempting to compel 
of o'nly its tubes for initial equipment 
licensed sets. RCA can do things bettcr 
than almost any other, and, sad to relate 
worse than any other, too. If the opera 
presentations help sell more RCA tubes 
even an independent tube manufacturer 
(if enough of a music lover) should have 
nd regrets. But you can't depend on these 
independents! 

Anyway, it was the air's best "Faust" 
so far. 

PRICE DICTATES 
SALES 0 SETS, 

SAY DEALERS 
vVashington. 

That price one of the primary fac-
tors influencing sales of radio sets was 
revealed in a st1l'vey conducted by the 
electrical equipment division of the De
partment of Commerce, according to 
a statement by M, T. Jones, chief of the 
division. The survey covered the 
tions of forty-four represeiltative ,.p1'"illpt·~. 

Twentv-one of these dealers 
price wa-s the deciding influence 
seven stated that tone quality 
primary factor, while five said 
pearance came first, according to 
Jones. 

states, 

Ranges of Sales 
of the sales during the 
$1,500 to $800,000 per 

sfores reported selling 
than electrie and 
selling an l1um-
The electric sold 

every battery set and 
number of electric sets was 

part of the United States 
made after 6 p. m., 

true in the western 

Man the Aggressor 
vVbile the dealers were asked to report 

on the proportion of sales made to man 
and wife jointly and to man or wife inde
pendently, the reports did not bring out a 
clear !ine of demarcation. However, the 
report indicated that the man made more 
independent purchases than the woman. 

Nearly all the reports indicated that 
local newspapers were llsed by the retail
ers to promote sales. But other advertis
ing media were also used to some extent, 
snch as direct mail, radio broadcasting, 
and billboards. 

Two Changes Made 
On Station Lists 

Washington. 
The call letters of vVIBS, Jersey City, 

N. J., were changed to WHOM, and 
KFQZ, the Taft Radio and Broadcasting 
Corporation, Inc., has had its license re
newed. 

The new listings follow: 
Station Location Power K.C. 

WHOM, Jersey City, N. J ...... 250 1450 
KFQK, Los Angeles, Calif..... 250 860 

[iJ.1 ake these corrections on lists /iub. 
lished last week, issue of March 29th.
Editor.] 

New Corporations 
Radio Attractions, broadcasting-Attys. Monroe 

& Byrne, SO Broadway, New York, N. y, 
Tuxedo Radio Co.-Atty M. Resnick, 280 Broad

way, New York, N. Y. 
Fredbern Radio Corp.-Attys. Arbean & Fink, 

125 W. 45th St., New York, N, Y. 
Berkey's Radio Corp.-Attys. Lee, Brewster & 

Johnston, Syracuse, N. Y. 
Square Radio Stores-Atty. S. V. Ryan, AI. 

bany, N, Y. 
Louis S. Simon Radio Service-Atty, J. J. 

Levine, 1527 Pitkin Ave,. New York. 
Pioneer Radio Cast Service Co., Inc.-New York, 

N. Y.-U. S. Corp. Co .• Dover, Del. 
National Radio Society, Inc., Broadcasting, 

Wilmington, Del.-Colonial Charter Co., 'Vii. 
mington, Del. 

Sydmin Radio and Auto Accessorles--Atty. S. 
Guterman. 1440 Broadway, N. Y. 

Fred Del Sardo. Inc .. Union City, manufacturer 
radio tubes-Atty. Samuel Moskowitz, Union City, 
N. J. 
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0-300 volts, a t ~ ohms resistance per volt. 
S rna. drain at full-scale deflection. Accuracy. 
2%, ease is fuJI nickel finish. Long connecting 
cords bave especially ornamental tip boldera. 
Meter sbould be read in perpendicular \>Osition. 
Five-day money-back guaranty, Order Cat. F-3oo 
@ $2.59. 

0·500 volts, same as above in appearance, but 
tbe range is greater and the resistance per volt 
is 233 onlllll., 4% mao drain at full· scale deflection. 
Aceura")', 2%. Five.day money· back guarantee. 
Order Cat. F·500 @ $3.73. 

(/·600 volts, AC ana DC (same meter read. 
both types). DC accurate to 2%, alao 
AC readings 2% cycles but accuracy ie 
less on AC at subs y different frequenclel. 

Resistance 100 ohms. per volt, 10 rna. drain at 
full.scale deflection. Same general appearance aa 
illustrated meter. Five-day money-back guar· 
antee. Order Cat. M-600 @ $4.95. 

GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO. 
143 West 45th St .. New York. N. Y. 

(J.st East of Broadway) 

Ploa .. Ihl. C.O.D. tile follow ins mako •• U advorUsod. 
on 5·day money.baek guaranty: 
Cl Cat. F·SOO at .................................. $2.59 
Cl Cat. F·50Q at .................................. 8.73 
Cl Cat. "'.flOO al ................................. 4.95 

Name 

Address 

City ..................... 51.t ..................... .. 

MORECROFT 
New second edition of "Principle. of 

Radio Cemmunication," by Prof. John H. 
Morecroft, of the Electrical Enaince>ring 
Department of Celumbia University and 
l1."t. president of the Inatitute of Electrical 
.Engineers. This i. an outstanding and 
authoritatiYe book on the subject. 

This lUI" book OIl radio principlu and 
practice is 80metbinl that you must not be 
without. Every set builder, every desililer. 
every engineer, every service man, simpl,. 
must have this book. Ready reference to 
all intricate problems makes this volnme 
invaluable. Set builders, experimenters, dl •• 
tributors, dealers, salesmen and teacbers, 
students and operators, all find Morecroft 
their standby, and now the new second 
edition awaits you. 1,001 pagel and &" 
illustration. in thi. cloth. bound Tolum. 

Price .................. $7.50 

Y our Choice of 
These Nine Meter. FREE! 

................... · ... N •• 8211 
.;..,.c::cO •.•• :.L"C ....................... N •• sal 

II.C .................. N •• 2S 
......... : .......... N •• sal 
................... N •• 52. 
.................. N •• alit 
.. ............... N •• see 
................. N •• Slit 
................. N •• 8N 

Aristocrat Floor Speaker 
Witil .eh1.d Weed Ihl'll pf I It. $1 
to •• travel (u ..... I1.1 \:)lItO' with 2 .. 00 balfl. and he,n ",.t., Dldlt III. 
ExulIOrdlnry llarilill. 

The speaker eabl!let Ie walDut fbsIah. »" bfP.. 
u;{," wide. tWo" deep, with carved ~ 
Go!ifeD doth .na. coven front CJPeDinIr. Built 
Iulde ltI No. 595 molded wood hori.i with baIfIe 
and No. zt3 drlvln,r mote!' unit t ... t ltaDda ZSf 
volta without filtration. Hom aDd motor re
movable. Table al_ Ie worth price asked. 

Shipped C.O.D. U desired. 

Acoustical Engineering Associates 
143 WEST <15th STREET NEW YORK CITY 

Equip Yousel! Now 
With Necessary Mete •• ! 

metera fres t hy !lending in $1 for 8~week' i aubl!crtptitm. _~ 
mlln. you 16 ono meter; $2 tor 16 ".ek., entitling YoU w 
two meters; $3 for .26 weeks. enUt11ng yoU to throe meten: 
$4 to, 35 ".ek •• eotltll •• you " .. 1< •• "' ~;~.,:~!~,; $6 IOU to ~1 ofI., ok !!If 

in squares at 1 . 
ORLD .. Ill help yO\1 hl ;your rad!o ',.,Hk. "" 

eo able to use the [Oeten most 1'I1uablJ. Keep 
abff;ast of all the new «ircuita. lntimu.te detllUs on perf~tnl 
existing sets, and get inaide tratk on sensitivity, dbtanet 
recaption. tonal Quality. and now 
technlcol. EnlOl' the .. 
SUvaf'. J. E. AnderlSon. 
radiO' engineer! who con 
the medium of RADIO 
nattonal 
-catera to 
RADIO 
U!Dsltfve en 
au tull}' discussed wi cont!dent rearu tritT, ower 
-·puab·pul! or otbo",h.! AC receive .. I !!ereen Il'I 
Lari'e recetfera th.t j'ite • Bupet-abundlDce of I)6rlOlDllnee-
Imall. economical r.ec:eiven tbat dy.. performance out of an 
camp.rlaon to their al .. ' Are you hller •• led hl tile .. , TbeI1 
Tou',e InteresUd In RADIO WORLD. 

Pr ••• D! mIn •• b,u!b." rna,. renew lh.ir aub ... lpt!on und6r 
IbIJ remarklblJ coneroua ,oll.r, Put • _II In "Ilate. I::l 

RADIO WORLD 
145 W. 45th St., N. 

All Newllt.Dd.. !fi. • ... 

BRILLIANT, NEW 

ATIONAL 
MODERNISTIC PROJECTION DIAL 

WITH RAINBOW FEATURE 

Modernl.. tbe IplI'l1ln .. Of rou:r ..... 1 ... bT Inlt&lUu 
tile brilliant II.W Na't.onll dill. wUb oolor wb •• 1 bu1ll. In • 
"" tn.t .s lOU tum tile dill Im<>b one ..,Ior after Illotbol 
ftood! the , .. een on "hid! tile dial DWllben I..., ••• d. 011 
thl. ~r •• D lb. Dumber. Ire p.wHlood, 10 tIlil JOU .,,* tile 
11m. dial readlne from ID7 POfIUon or the 87" Thll 11 
iu.t wbal DX bunter. wlDt-ilbolalOl7 p,,,,101oll fit 4111 
readlnlt. 

The ••• uttbeou It of moo.mlHlo dotl"" The T .Iftt 
Vemltr mo.henlsm drl ... tile drUm lu~rbl1. 

Order 10<111. Remit w1th ord6r a .. d W. PI7 _t .... 
Bblpmentl dlT foUowin, ._Ipt of orlkr. 

GUARANTY IIADIO SOODS CO .. 
143 W. 45111 St.. N. Y. City (Jud E •• f B'ny) 

l!lnelosed pl.... lind $3.18 tor "bleb pleale .. nd II. 
d!al marked below; 

RADIO WORLD 
145 West 45th Street 

'New York City 
(Just East 01 Broad"",,),) 

TRIAL SUBSCRIPTION, 8 WEEK.S, 
SI.00. Send $1 and we will send you 
Radio World for 8 weeks, postpaid. 
RADIO WORLD, 145 West 45th St., 

o Cat. BCa. National modemlltle drUm dial. wllb ..,lor 
wb .. l built In. pll~t brack.t. G·valt pilot limp for 
o1<>roal> batlef}' or A eliminator •• ts: bardware; Inltru.· 
tlon ........................................... $$.15 

Cl Cat. 1IC2 ~ ... me II a""'., but with :~·"'It 
.0(' pn.t lamp ... .... .. •• .. .. ........... ..... 1.'1 

D Order O,O.D. Ind I Pll cartage. 

=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~N:: • ....:Y. City. 

Bi-Q ~o Wholesale 
AC OR BATTERY MODEL 

Write or wire! 
Guaranty Radio Goods Co. 

143 West 45th St., 
New York Ciu 

Prices! 
NAM1l ............................................... . 

ADDRESS ............................................ . 

CITY ............................. STATlI ........... .. 

TWO FOR PRICE OF ONE! 
Radio World, 52 issuell, and Radio 

News, 12 issues, in combination for' ape
cial $7 subscription price. Radio World, 
145 W. 45th St., N. Y. City. 
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Front view of fiB COJnpa<;t, battery model. the simple 4.tube 
receiver that " speaker at higb volume and produces tone 

Every\,ody is delighted 
with the exquisite tone 
of the HB Compact, bat· 
tery model. uN eve r 
heard anything like it," 

tbat is of the Vt)'O,. purest kind. Cabinet is only IS" wide, 9Yg" 
front to back, 1" hlgb. 

is the usual com· 
ment. Th ere· 
ceiver uses a 222 
screen grid tube 
for RF, 240 bias 
detector, 222 first 
audio and 112A 
power tube. Draws 
only .75 ampere 
filament, 18 mil· 
liampere p I ate 
current. V e r y 
economical to run. 
B haHeries last 6 
months or more. 
Plentifully selee. 
tive and sensitive. 

Follow this diagram of the HB Compact, battery model, when building this B u; 1 d it now I 
tone .. marvelous receiver. 

--------------------------
LIST OF PARTS 

[Check off what parts ,:vOl' want] 

~ 
lIL2L3-Ant.nna tOn. DraA............. .......... 1.35 

~1~5~2l!::i~~r~J~8:5 '~/il., D~r~~.i&·::::::::::::::::: i:~ 
CT -Hammarlund 80 mmld. ........................ .35 
ca. C4. Co. C6-Four .01 mId. mi •• fI.ed .......... 1.40 
HI, SW-75 ohm swlt.h rheo,tat ..... .............. '.SO 
R2, R9-Two 6.5 ohm filament resistors .•......••.• .50 

, H34 ~:i,"r.6 ... ~?~'~~:. ~:~'. ~ .. O.5 .. ~~~ .. 5:? .. ~~~:. ~.I:~ 1.65 

8 fl5-30 ohm mament resistor ....................... ,45 
fln-I.a ohm ftlament resi,tor ...................... .20 o Ant .. oM •• Su. (+), SP. (-)-Four post............ .40 o PL-f'lIot lamp 6v. and bracket..................... .70 

{] Or-Uled, ~Mketed steel 5ubpanel 9 IhxI4'14".......... 2.00 o Crlnklo b,.,,"n st •• 1 .ab i""t, 7x9V2.15" ............ 3.50 

8 l::.n mr;,~j. I\~~s bait;,;.y· c.bi •. ::::::::::::: :::::::::' :~g 
o Two Olnl. ........................................ 1.00 

B1IT~~:~I~~:·~i1L ·,;n.· 240; 'orie :iiiA' .:::::::::::::::.\1 ~'.~~ 

The: HE CJmpaet. battery model~ designed 
by Berman Bernard, has tone Quality 
second to none. All who appreciate music 
wlll revel In the deUghtful tone 01 thl. 
amazing circuit 

Send In your order for part, tooOY W 
Guaranty RadIo Goods Co.. 143 West 
45th Street. New York, N. Y.. just E, 
of B'war, Use Coupon~ 

Name .•..•• ~ ~ ••••••.• ~ •..•..• , •... , .•. 

Addr ... 

Cit1 .••••..••.•• ~ .• ;:Stan: ••••••••• ~ •• , 

Guaranty Radio Goods Co., 143 West 45th St., New York. 

High Impedance Audio 
(FoUl' Thousand '.rurns on 

Translo rIDers 
the Primary) 

Gold Sond audio frequer.,;y transformer 
is shielded 

Gold Bond shielded typo audio frequency ,oup, 
ling transformers with high impedancf3 primaries 
and seoundaries" are made in two ratios. These are 
l·to·3 and l·to·5. primarY to secondary. 

A ,inQI. 6fret.h of copper wire without soldered 

I
connectlons of fn~between Joints is used for 
each winding. 4.000 turns on the primary, so 
the l~to·3 model has 12.000 secondary turns 
"lid the l·to·5 mod.1 20.000 secondary turns. 
The overall height Is 3 Inches and the surfa •• 
Houpied is 2V4 inches sQuare. There are four 
mounting holes on the base~ Extreme compaet~ 

ness and neatness prevail. 
Laminatfons are of best sflieon steeJ in a strong 

steel frame. The coils are \-acuum impregnated and 
therefore fllo-isture. proof. 

Each transformer has the name "Gold Bond" 
stamped on it. also the ratio, and has the primary 
and secondary designated as such. as well as the 
binding posts marked P. B+. G and F-. Conn •• t 
the F- pnst to • C- voltage. For b.st tonal ... 
fUlts at adeQuate volume. use the f ·to·3 ratif) in 
the first stage and the f wto-5 in the second stage. 
If three stages of audio are used. each should 
n::\ve tbe r -to-3 ratio~ 

High plate voltages may be use-d, with ()onse .. 
qUOilt high plate ()urrents, due to the relatively 
large diameter of wire used. 

These transformers are precisely wound! ruggedly 
made and rl!present the finest type of workman~ 
ship. Thev are sold on a 5 .. day money-back guar
anty. Order C.O.D. 

Order Cat. GB·l·3 for 
I-to-3 ratio .......... $1 50 each 

Order Cat .. GB-I.S lor • 
I-to·S ratIO ........ .. 

GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO. 
143 WEST 45TH STREET 

(JUgt East of Broadway) 
NEW YORK, N. Y. 
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- ave 
ter 

~'or nse with At) screen grid 8ets only~ 

Order what parts you want. 
D Cl. CS-Two short· wave tuning co:nd"m,er;s. 

@$1.50 .•••••.•••• ........... i~~~d~~~.~:,;~;;;~;>; 3.00 D C2-0ne .00025 mfd. fixed .25 o 0, C6-Two 1 mid. bypass 
@ $.50 ....................................... 1.00 

D C4--One .01 mfd. mica fixed condenser... .35 o CT-One Hammarlund SO mmfd. equaliz. 
ing condenser............................... .35 o RI-One EJectrad 800 ohm. wire-wound 
hiasing resistor ............................ .20 

D Ant., Gnd.-Two Eby posts.......~ 
D Two sets of short·wa ve ug.in coils, 

t!,ree !,oils to a set, @ $1. a "",I, Iotal 
SIX cotls .............. , . 3.00 

DOne AC short· wave 
5·prong .................................... 1,.50 o Two four· prong sockets................... .40 

§ Two five·prong sockets....... .............. .40 
One grid clip............................... .06 
Two dials @ $.50. ....... ........... ......... 1.00 

D One panel and cabinet.............. ....... 3.00 

o All ................................... $14.71 o ZZ1 .....................................W 
GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO. 

143 West 45th St. New York, N. Y. 
o Please ship C.O.D. all parts for AC screen grid 

short wave adapter @ $14.71. o If 227 tube is desired also, put check here. o Please ship C.O.D. only those parts noted 
separately. 

Name ............................................... .. 

Address ............................................ .. 

City ....................... State .................. . 

NATIONAL 
Vel'#et B Eliminater $16.13 

1 .. Volta (UI T ..... Fr .. ) 

La~"1 Model K.Uonal .... 1 .. '·11. TJpt III.. I" 
bond •• m. eraeld. !lnl.h blaek ",.tal Cl8ine, fOf ••• 
"lIh .el. UP III and Ineludlne Itt lubel. Innlll 
105·120 ,DiU AO, 50 III 60 .,.,<10.. Ouillul, 181 
'0111 mnlmum .t 86 mllllamper... ~llr ..... Iabla 
OUIIlUI Illtorm,dlate v.It.~... (Del. 11.11'. A.J'J. 

:J~in~lu~l'r:, •• :gu·~U~t1!b:t~t1~": ~r-':rr 
H • .,bm eoad ••• e,. No motorboatl"!! I 
(lIl1mlllltor Llc .... d under !llient! of lb. RadII 
CorponlloD of Amo.lea Ind ""o<ololod .omn."l ... ) 

Guaranty Radio G004. c.. 
141 W. oUTH STREET 

(JUlt Ea.t .t Broadway) 
NEW VORl.: r.rTV 
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FIXED CONDENSERS! 

Fixed Condenser, ShollJn 
Actual Size. 

Dubilier MicoH fixed condensers, type 642, 
removed from receivers, are available at 
following capacities and prices. 
.0001 mId. •.... 10e .006 ........... 20, 
.00025 mId. .••.• 10e 
.0003 mId. ..... 10e 
.00035 mId. 15. 
.001 ........... 17c 
.0015 ........... 17e 
. 002 ........... l8e 

All are guaranteed 
electrically perfect and 
money back if not 
satisfied within five 
days . 

GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO. 
143 WEST 45TH STREET 

RADIO WORLD 

New Junior Model 

POLO UNIT $4 
The famous twin magnet principle fOI 
double sensitivity, large magnets for greal 
flux, permanently adjusted armature, aI: 
are in the new junior model Polo Unit 
W eight, 2~ Ibs. Stands 150 volts unfil· 
teredo Stands up to 250 push-pull filtered 
Works any output tube, power or other· 
wise. Supplied with 10-ft. cord Order 
I1I1it now Five-day money-back guarantee 
Shipped C. O. D. if desired. 

Acoustical Engineering 
Associates 

143 West 45th Street 
New York City 

(Just East of Broadway) 

MB-29 
AC TUNER - WRITE FOR WHOLESALE PRICES! 

The NatIonal V.lvetone Push·Pull 
Power Amplifier (shown at right) 
consists of an AC·operated filament· 
plate supply, with two stage tram· 
former audio amplifier and output 
transformer built in. Made only for 
110· V., 50-60 cycles. Sold only in 
oompletely wired form, licensed under 
RCA patents. 

Pu§h~PuU Amplifier 

The new Power Amplifier has been 
developed and built to get the very 
most out of the MB·29. It is a com· 
bination power supply and audio ampli
fier, using a 280 tube for a rectifier, 
one stage of tran!former audio with a 
W tube and a stage of push pull 
amplification .. ith two 245s. It furnishes 
all power for itself and for the MB-29, 
as we11 as the audio channel. Order 
catalog PPPA, Jist price, completelv 
wired and equipped 
with phonograph 
jack, (less tubes) 
$91.50. Your price. 

WRITE FOR 
WHOLESALE 

PRICES 

View of National VelvetG-ne PUllh-Pull Power AmpllftM'. 
,a. expertly mad. A, Band C lu,ply and audio ,mplln., 

producing marvelous tone Quallb', 

GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO. 
143 WEST 45TH STREET NEW YORK CITY 

NEW DRAKE'S ENCYCLOPEDIA 
1,680 Alphabetical Headings from A· 

battery to Zero Beat; 1,025 Illustrations, 
920 Pages, 240 Combinations for Receiver 
Layouts. Price, $6.00. Radio World, 145 
W. 45th St., N. Y C 

MICROPHONE LIGHTERS 

Two 

For cigars or cigarettes, with button 
switch at top. Press switch, and lighter 
acts instantaneously. $1.00. Model B 
lighter on tray, $1.50. Radio World, 145 
W. 45th St., N. Y. c.. 

for the 
price of One 

Get a FREE one-year subscription for any ONE of these magazines. 

o CITIZENS RADIO CALL BOOK AND SCIENTIFIC DIGEST (quarterly, fOUT issues). 
o RADIO (monthly, 12 Issues; exclusively trade magazine). 
o RADTO ENGTNEERING (monthly, 12 issues; technical and trade magazine). o RADIO INDEX «monthly, 12 issues) Stations, programs, etc. 
o SCIENCE & INVENTION (monthly, 12 issues; scientific magazine, with lome radio technical 

articles). 
o AMERICAN BOY-YOUTH'S COMPANION (monthly, 12 iss'lles; popular magazine). 
o BOYS' LIFE (monthly, 12 i.sues; popular magazine). 

Select anyone of these magazines and get it FREE for an entire year by sendmg· in a year's lub 
!eril'tion for RADIO WORLD at the regular price, $6.00. Cash in now on this opportunity to ge' 
RADIO WORLD WEEKLY, 52 weeks, at the standard price for luch subscription, plus a full year', 
lubscription for any ONE of the other enumerated magazines FREEl Put a eros. in the square next 
to the magazine of your choice, in the above list, fill out the coupon below, and mail $6 check 
money order or stamps to RADIO WORLD, 145 West 45th Street, New York, N. Y. (Just East of 
Broadway). 

Your Name DOUBLE 
Your Street Address ................................................ . 

City ............................... · ................... State .................... .. VALUE! 
o If renewing an .xisting or expiring subscription for RADIO WORLD, please put a cross in aquare 

at beginning of this sentence. 
o If renewing an existing or expiring S'llbscription for other magazine, please put a cross in square 

at the beginning of this sentence. 

RADIO WORLD, 145 West 45th Street, New York, N. Y. (Just East of Broadway) 
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Highest Grade 
Key Tubes at 

Ii t 
,. 
Ie s! 

Screen Grid Tubes 

224 
222 

at 
at 

$1.43 
1.88 

Power Tubes 

250 at 4.95 
210 at 3.25 
245 at 1.28 
112A at .78 
171A at .78 

Other Tubes 

227 at .90 
226 at .68 
280 at 1013 
281 at 2.95 
201A at .53 

The above constitute the nine moat popu
lar tubes used in radio today. Despite the 
severely low prices the Key tube" are first" 
of the very first quality. Besides, there Is 
a five-day money-back guaranty I The 
above tubes ...... manufactured under 
licenses granted by the RCA and it" 
affiliated companies~ 

All prices are net and represent extreme 
discmmt already deducted. 

--------------
GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO., 148 W •• t 
45th St., N. Y. City. (JUlt Ea,t .f Broadway). 

Enel •• ed pl .... nnd S .......... for whl,h oIIlp 
.t once tubo. marked b. I .... , 
o 224 AC •• reon grid .................. "fl.45 

B ~g \~ P::'":IiJ~~· .:::::::::::::::::::: I:g 
B m '1~ d~M~r' .::::::::::::::::::::::$d~ 
B mA b~~:~ ~~~n •. ~~'~ •. :::: ::::::::: :::$IJ: 
B ~b\~ t~'1::rytur:be":: ::::: ::::::::::: ::: :lg 
R m ~~::~ i~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::: gg 

Name 

kidr ... 

City ......................... Stat .......... . 

flr~~t oro .. hero If C. O. D. ,hlpm.nl " d •• 

Canadla. romlttaneo mUlt b. by po.lal or ... 
preIS money I'"'-der. 

5.Day money-back guaranty 
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Temple AC Dynamic Model 10, in a beautiful cabinet. 
The speaker chassis is one of the finest made. There 
are an output transformer and dry rectifier built jn. 
TIle cabinet has decorated walnut front and back, ,..ith carved 
fj'rille ornament. An AC switch is accessible underneath cabinet 
Rear is removable for adjustment of resistor knob to match 
the impedance of your receiver's output tube. Connect plugged 
AC cable to 110 volts AC, 50 to 60 cycles, and connect tipped 
cords to speaker post of receiver. This remarkable speaker 
C,I't. TEM-10 at oUt" .............................................. . 

Send No Money! O~der C.O.D. from 

Accoustical Engineering Associate. 
143 WEST 45th ST. NEW YORK CITY 
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BARGAIN 
AT ONLY 

" e* 

Ansonia Gothic Speaker, a 
tremendous bargain at ....... $4.89! 

A loudspeaker that gives you real 
performance, that stands up to a 171 or 
I7lA tube without requiring an output 
filter, and that works splendidly from out
put filters in sets using 210, 245 or 250, 
single or push-pull, in a genuine walnut 
cabinet, all at less than the price of a 
good magnetic unit alone! And the mag
netic unit in this Ansonia Speaker is of 
the very best Ansonia type. 

The cabinet is of the popular Gothic 
type, and is a beauty indeed. Why, the 
cabinet alone cost the manufacturer in 
thousand lots more than the price now 
asked for the complete speaker. 

Use this speaker on any set, battery
operated or AC, and you'll be delighted. 

GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO. 
143 w •• t 45th Str •• t. Now York. N. Y. 

Just East of Broadway 
Please ship C. O. D. one Ansonia G<>thlc m.gnetil 

~pi'>aker, in genuine walnut cabinf>t. @ $4.89- plus post 
offlr:e charge!!, on 50-day guaranty of Quick refund of PUt .. 
chase pric::; if I am not satisfied with speaker for Ifll" 
reason, 

Please send me a square model (not Gothic). but almt) 
unit in square walnut cabirJlilt @ $4.24, 

Name ••••.•••••••••••••••• " •• ~ •••••• 9 .......... ~.~ •• 

Address ........ ., ............................... .. 

City ............................... St .............. . 

5-day Money-Back Guaranty, 

Wave Circuit SEPARATE TESTER COMBINATION 

Hatlon,,1 Thrill Box. "·!u" th,"1 wlva .Iroult, 15 t. 535 
",atart. battory·.' .... t!.. .f fll.mUltl Ij .",ply. olth" 

batterl-el ot .UmliJ.tl)r. 

Get a real kick out of li.l¢ninll t.> f,>relgn stations 
Oil a real short·wave circuit, the National TIlfill 
Box. Uses one m screen grid lUI ullwlifier, one 
200A detector, one 240 first andio lilld Olle 17JA 
or 112A ou~put. Single control. Buy the parts 
and build the circuit in two hours. Data oheet 
shows dial settings where foreign stations come in. 
Cat. SW4EF, all parts, including decorative brown 
steel cabinet, all six plug· in coils. list $51.90 
(less tubes). Write for wholesale 

Guaranty Radio Goods Co. 
143 West 45th Street New York City 

TRIAL SUBSCRIPTION, 8 WEEKS, 
$1.00. Send $1 and we will send you 
Radio W orId . for 8 weeks, postpaid. 
RADIO WORLD, 145 West 45th St., 
N. Y. ~;tv. 

Consists of two·meter assembly in neat black 
metal case, with an external high resistance 
meter. The two meters in the case read 
ta) O·~. 0·100 milliamperes; (b) 0·10 volts. 
AC or DC, same meter reads both. The ex· 
ternal high resistance meter reads 0·600 volt •. 
AC or DC (same meter reads both). Thus 
rou can test any plate current up to 100 rna., 
Any filament voltage, AC or DC, up to 10 V., 
.nd any plate voltage, or line volta!L~ or other 
"C or DC voltage, up to 600 volts. Ftve'Proni 
plug screen grid cable. and 4.prong adapter 
mc1uded. Order Cat. ST·COMB @ ...... $11.0( 
l'meter assembly, cable plu![.S. Cat. 215 @ $7.00 
}.600 AC.DC meter alone, Cat. M600 @ $4.95 Iu lIlustrated 

Guaranty Radio Goods Co., 143 West 45th St., N. Y. City 

FILL OUT AND MAIL NOW 

SUBSCRIPTION BLANK 

RADIO 
RADIO WORLD 

Please send me RADIO WORLD for 

SUBSCRIPTION RATES: 

WORLD 
145 West 45th Street, New York Cit, 

...... months, for which 

;iug!. Copy .................... 1! 
['hree Months ............ , " 1.50 
,Ix Montha .................. 3.00 

please find enclosed 

)ne Year, 52 Issues ........ 6.00 
Add $1.00 a Year for Foreign 

~o.talfe: SOc for Canadian Po,t· 

o If this I ... renewal} put cross 
in souare at left. 
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Distanee 

The Balkite AS neutrodyne. in real walnut tabla- model cabinet by 
Berkey & Gay. Volume •• ntro' at '6ft, AO switch at right, drum dial 
at center. with space to roark in eall letters. 

WORLD 

You wau! DX-the more DX 
the merrier! But why ""l' 
"hance.? We positively lifUar· 
autee that the 13alldte Neutro· 
dyne, made by Gilfillan, will 
get you all the DX )'ou could 
desirel Try the set for five 
days. If not completely uti •• 
fied, ret"rn it in that time 
for prompt refund of purchase 
price I 

s ... Tube Push ... Pull AC Balkite Heutrodyne 
with Matehed Speake. and AII$5,.50 
Tubes, Complete .......... ., '" .... .. 

A (food many bargains in radio receivers are available today, because set manufacturers over· 
produced, and had to let their stock go at sacrifice prices. It does not follow that all sacrificed 
re<:eivera are worth even the cut -price. \Ve turned down many ':'opportunities" to obtain large 
quantities of "sacrificed" receivers. When the Balkite was offered to us we tested its performance 
for five days and were delighted. We took the set apart completely to see what calibre 01 parts 
Will used and how the wiring was done. When we tell you all tbe parts were ace.bigh and the 
wiring the best we've seen, you will know this is an extraordinary receiver. The tubes used are 
five Ztl, two 112A and one 280. Tbe undistorted maximum power output is 780 mllliwatts. 

The line input must be 50-60 cyeies, 105 to 120 volts. Tbere is a voltage adjuster built in. 
The magnetic speaker has a matched impedance for the output 01 the receiver, and is itself housed 
in a real walnut cabinet with marqueterie inlay, 

FIVE-DAY MONEY·BACK GUARANTEE ON RECEIVER. TUBES AND SPEAKER I 

5, 1930 , 
• 

Three stages of tuned RF, neutralized? 
so there!s no squealing; easy tuning; 
operation on short piece of wire indoou 
perfectly satisfactory; no repeat tnninlii: 
points; no hum; phonograph pickup 
jack built inl excellent tone quality; 
good selectivity. These are outstanding 
points of the receiver, ONE OF THE 
M 0 S T SENSITIVE BROADCAST 
RECEIVERS EVER DEVELOPED. The 
receiver alone lists for $135. Here you 
get the set, speaker and tubes at $9.50 
les. than half the list price of tbe 

receiver alone I 

Th •• , .. ke, II of hond.rubbed genuine walnut 
and If. II.! pr' •• 910 •• I. $35.00. 

Guaranty Radio Goods Co., 143 West 45th Street, New York, N. Y. 

0 .. 60,0"300 
HIGH RESISTANCE 

DC VOLTMETER 
With three 28" tipped leads built in 

1·246 Voltmeter. to. 
meuurlna all di .... t 
turrent yoltaee., In~ 
cludlna B eUml".· 
IOn. 0-60, O-SOO 
(dQuble ranfO). 

A pori able type, b!~b .. ,I,tanee 
meter, 2 *" outside diameter. fSI 
close fE.'sding of direct curren1 
volt.~.. up to 60 .alt., and lor 
reeding DC ,0113g., Ull to aGO 
lolta. ,,('In-at) vBri-colored 28#1 1n~ 

lulated I.ads, wltl> jack UP" ... 
built In. Black 11 mimiC, yellow 
!3 (0 .olt. maximum And red It 
800 .oltt! maximum. 'Ill... ..U· 
aie! are marked at the metal 
outlet., Cat. J·246. Net prl •• , 
SUS. 

lItultlpller, with l.ck terminal., 
to In~reaa8 fln,e 0·300 raniS tt 
O·SOO. Cat. J-I06JT (with )Ick 

torminals), net prtc.. $1.18. 
Order One C. O. D. 

GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO. 
143 Wellt 45th St., N. Y. City 

LACAULT'S BOOK 
HBuJ)6r~B:eterod1ne ConstrUction .nd Oper.t1otl. n 

,i'finl' the master'! most mnteriul .I:xpodlttn 
of the thsul'1. pOfformann lod construction ot 
thh fuelnlune: type of circuit. 11 a neces!1tr 
to erery lellou, radio espe.rimenter. Mort thin 
100 Plae. Ind mor. than 50 illustrations. Burk· 
ram ""01'. l'blo boolt by R. E. LI.ault, 1'11£1 
If 70U ~.nd $1.00 lor an ~-we.k< Aub,.rlptlo. 
tor Badio World. Present !ubacriben may leeept 
Iblt otte.. SubgcrlpUon will b. extended. 

RADIO WORLD 145 ~'t4i'!'.~!f'8~;'~Y Olty 

RADIO WORLD 
and "RADIO NEWS" 

BOTH FOR $7 00 ONE YEAR @. ED 

Yeu OlIn obtain lb. t .. o I.adln, rldl. loelm! ... 1 ...... 

;i:!.' n~~:l .~"J·~ntg ·:~:r::.in\~i~i.·':~~)''''::r3.,rl':~~~·. 
montblJ, fol' one year 6achf at a IIfin, of Sl.lt. TIM 
regular ",aU ,ub.orlptlon uta to. B.dlo World lor .... 
year. a new c.nd fastinattn, eQP1 eacb week fft 5J weeki 
I. SO.OO. Bend In $1.00 orua, gel "R&dl. M .... " "II> 
tor • y •• r-a n... I .. u. e.eh month for twehe "'Mila 
Till'I, 64 ls.uo. for $1.00. 

D If reno,,!:ng Rad!o World iublOrlptlon, pol oro .. 
IQuara. 
RADIO WORLD. 145 We.1 (5th Btreet, N .... Tork. 1<1 • 

RADIO WORLD'S 
QUICK.ACTION 
CLASSIFIED ADS 

10 CENTS A WORD 
10 WORDS MINIMUM 

CASH WITH ORDER 

NEW Morecroft 
"Element. Of Badlo Communication," b;, Pro!. John 
H. Mar80rtllt, 01 the Engineering Departmenl 01 
ColumbIa UnIversity, II the late.t book .n udlo 
by tbl, out,tandinll autbortty. 
Thle book 1< entirely ne.. and COIIialn. matt.r .. hi.t 
ne.er beto" ha, been pUblished. It I, ""ltten In 
plain lanitU8&e 80 that 6nf)'f radIo n-ov106 can under .. 
.tand It. yel It i, • complete .ou". In the element. 
or radiO. 
It contains 266 pages, 170 illustration. and 
a complete index. Pnce $3.00. 

RADIO WORLD 
145 W .. t 451!t st., New York, N. Y. 

CONE 
ASSEMBLY 

WITH DOUBLE 
MAGNET UNIT 

$4.95 

to play, Shlppln.. wel .. ht ,n... • All ... embled, with I.,., .. cord. ready $4 95 
(Cat. CAS) Net ...................... . 

Guaranty Radio Good. Co. 
145 West 45tb St .• New York City 

LOOK AT YOUR WRAPPER 
You will see by tbe date thereon when 
your subscription for Radio World ex
pires. If the subscription is about to run 
out, please send us renewal' so that you 
will not miss any copies. Subscription 
Department, RADIO WORLD, 145 West 
45th St .• N. Y. City. 

PUBLISHERS CAN SUPPLY ALL 1929 COPIES OF RADIO WORLD 
Excepting issues of Jan. S, Feb. 23, and May 11 

If you have missed any copies of Radio World for the year 1929 
and want to complete your file, let us know what issues you are short and 
we will mail what we can at 15c a copy, or any seven issues for $1.00, 
mailed postpaid. 

Circulation Dept., Radio World, 145 W. 45th St., N. Y. City. 
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for cigars or cigarettes, with buttOD 
switch at top. Presa the switch and 
light up! 

M!>d!lll A IlghtlO1', m.lcroph.-. de
dlf1l, witb 5-ft. AC .... bl.. and 
plug. Workt on 111 volta.. AC 
any frequency IlI.Ild on direct cur-
nmt. • ................. Prlce $1." 

Model Blighter m.lcrophOM de
aign, on traYl.~th 50ft AC cable 
...,d plug. works on 11. volt 
AC, any frequ,,~, IlI.Ild on dlreet 
current. Exactly the _e Ughter 
a. the otber, ooIy tray Is added. 

Price ............... $1.58 

lighter is InstantlUleO'Wll. Hold button do,.,. 
long enough to tight a cigar or agaretia 
two modeis anll furnlahed In attractive 

lI;j>t1IIy"d finish. Both ...... very eompaet I Fm 
Inotane", the tray Is ooIy ,,*" In diameter. 
U~. tb.,.., lighten in your h"""" and fot 
IH.lld .. y gifts. 
_ li .... ti01' dement III _wahle. Prlc:e :15 _ts. 

MUlti WI)IILII. 145 Wed 45th lit., N. Y. City 

B~ l'I._*. Jond Ill. Model A Microphone Ll~bter It St.O' 
l·t .... "'lUI me Model B at 51.fiO. 

1'1 .... Ihl\) (1. (I. D.~ 

.• " ......... State ............... " 

I SUBSCRIBERS! 
Look at the Expiration 

Date on Your 
Wrapper 

Please look at the subscription 
date stamped on your last wrap
per, and if that date indicate. 
that your lubscription is about 
to expire, please send remit
tance to cover your renewal. 

In this way you will get your 
copies without interruption and 
keep your file complete. 

SUBSCRIPTION DEPARTMENT 
DA'nln UlnDJ n 

D10 WORLD 

Battery 

Receiver 

POWER, selectivity, tone beyond an ex
pectation; refinement of components; 

unknown in factory-built sets-feature all 
of the famous "HIQ-30" models--Battery; 
D. C. and A. C. 

29 

Utilizes the remarkably efficient three
stage tuned Band Filter, designed and used 
solely by Hanunarlund, provides absolute 
19·kllocycle separation 01 stations through. 
out the broadcast band~",ithout side 
band cutting. 

ind~ II 
Three screen-grid tubes, utilized to 
nlum efficiency, give trmnendous 
amplification and wstance range. 
Push-pull nnwo amplifier gi"es great vol. 
U11l<! ~ with II rich, vibrant tone bitherto 
unknown to battery-operated receivers. 
Build the "HiQ·30" for your own use-
in the cabinet of your choice. Get the 
"H1Q-30" facts today-Send 25c to Dept. 
RW-45 for the 4& pege "HIQ-30" Manual. 

List price, Battery-Operated 
chassis (all parts less tubes), 
$139.50. Choice of specially 
selected cabinets including 
phano-combinations. All-elec
tric D. C. and A. C. models up 
to $11'15. 

Hammarlund-Roberts, Inc. 
424-438 W. 33yd St •• New York 

NEW DRAKE'S ENCYCLOPEDIA-l,680. AI. 
phabetical Headings from A·battery to Zero Beat. 
1.025 Illustrations, 920 Pages, 240 Combinations 
for Receiver Layouts. Price, $6.00. Radio World, 
124 W. 45th St., N. Y. C. 

cJ¥eeILUrR~ 
Here is the outstanding circuit for 
performance on four tubes-one 
222, two 20lA and one I71A. It 
works as well with batteries or A 
and B eliminators. This is the cir. 
cuit described in March 15th Radio 
W orId, by Adam J. Arlington. We 
have letters from builders who got 
European stations on this set at 
loudspeaker volume. It is a OX 
marvel. It is for broadcast waves, 
remember; not short waves! 

Complete unwired kit 
(less cabinet, tubes 
and speaker) ...••• 

Wired Mod e 1 (in. 
cludes cabinet) 

$25.00 II 
$35.00 

FINDNALL RADIO CO. 
Suite 707-285 Madison Ave., 

Dept. RW-4S N. Y. CITY 

New Multi .. Tap Voltage Divider 
3,000 3,000 2,000 2,000 2.000 

50 50 50 100 200 400 450 
resistance '(}atu.es between the 
D£vider a.re given. abov(!. The 
different voltages. 

800 700 

500 550 600 650 
taps of the new llJulti-Tap 
is 17,100 ohms a~nd affords 

T HE M"lti-Tap Voltage Divider consists of two moged, expertly engineered wire,wOfwd, 
cnafiielled resistors" 11wunted in se''I"ies, one atop tile otlrer, with twenty lugs, provid.f·'Hg aU 
necessary choice of voltages without the ""certainty of adjustable variable resistance, 

The Multi·Tap Voltage Divider has a total resistance value of 17,100 ohms, of which 3,600 
ohms are on the lower bank and 13,500 on the upper hank. 'Vithout the zero voltage lug (at lower 
left) the total number of useful lugs is nilleteen. The resistance stated are those between respec. 
tive lugs and are to be added together to constitute 17,100 ohms total. 

The unit is serviceable in all installations where the total current drain does not exceed 100 milliamperes. 
Extreme cars has been exercised in the manufactufC of the Multi-Tap Voltage Divider. It is mounted 

on brackets insulated from the resistanei wire that afford horizontal mounting of the unit on baseboarda and subpanels. 

an !>Iasing volt
and soldered, sO: 

There l(lng has been a need for obtaining !my necessary intermediate 'Voltage, 
ages, from a l\IuIti-Tap Voltage Divider, but each lug has to be put on indh-idual1y 
that ma.nuf:wturing djfficulties have left the market burron of such a device until now, 

The ')lulti-Tap Voltage Divider is useful in an drcnits, including push-pull and singe.sided ones. whers 
the current rating of 100 mUlfamoeres is not. 

seriomdy exceeded and the maximum voltage is 
not more than 400 volts. If good ventilation is 
provided~ this rating may be exceeded 20: per 
cent. 

'1'he expertness of design Bnd construction 
will be appreciated by those whose knowledge 
teaches them to appreciate parts finely made. 

When the :alulti-Tap Voltage Dh'ider is 
placed across the filtered output or a B suppiy
which serves a receiver. the voltages arc in pro .. 
portion to tho current flowing through the vari.~ 
ous resistances. By making connection of grid 
returns to ground, the lower voltages may be 
mwd for negative bias by connecting filament 
center, or, in 221 and 224 tubes, cathode to 8 
higher voltage. 

If push-push is used, the current In the 
section is almost doubled, so the mldtap 
Df)Wnr tnhl"s;/ fllnnH>nt n;iniHnff "tt"f·",1.4' ...,,., t .... 

r----------------
I 
I 
l 

Guaranty Radio Goods CO. t 

143 W. 45th St .. New York City. 
(J ",t Ea't of Broadway.) 

[
Plea,. 'end C.O.D. one Multi-Tap Voltage Divide •• 

Total resistance, 17,100 ohms; twenty taps. 

I Name I Address " . , " . " " ".. ."''''',, .... _ ........... . 
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Diagonal Nipper 

A DIAGONAL cutting nitmer is the second most useful 
tool f(}t raOlo work. next to the 301d{'ring iron, Nun 
friction spring action adds ronven1cnce of use, as 

the handle! Ire bprunr back just far enough tor .. rom· 
fortabie- grip. and the jaws ar-e clo-sed by easy preuUH 
or the handle'. 

Fot' cutting wire. 8 constant operation in your work 
this tool is most serviceable; as. it make! !t clean rut. 
right through fuzzy insulation Iii wen as througb metal 
The cut i'8 tar mOre infigive- than with the oommon 
dhgonal cutting plien, With the diagonal nipper ~ou eta 
cut whe not only along Us length. but \ ... her~ver it mlH 
be attached~ since accessibility is perfect. A cut can 
be made Rny place where the diagonal nIpper can enter 
since the cutting can be done at the tip. Pliers with 
dlf.gonal cutters can only ply. not cut., fit the extremit3 

Willi Ibo dJagon.J nip!,.. Insulation cen b. b.",o lrom 
wire- euds fur solde-rim:. Also ~i'feWS tiD to 8/32 machtn(> 
1i(-rew used In rR{UO can be nlpPFCd off fit allY puint with 
<mo !'!.rill .!'pUc.Uon of pro",,,r. \'fUll one hond. 

Biz. 
forge" 

ftfctorte~ 
<"I>c,[mo,,!,m. 

long; weight 1% Ib&.; material. drop 
finlsb, nlekel platod. 

Sond $3.00 for 6 month,' subscription for R.dlo 
World eml ask for No. 17r NIpper. Iroo. R 1\ I) I 0 
WORLD, 145 West 45th Street, New York, N. Y. 

o Put er05!.i here it renewing subscrjption. 

SUBSCRIBE NOW! 

RADIO WORLD, 145 45th St., New 
York City. Enclosed find my remit-
tance for subscription RADIO V/ORLD, 

one copy each week for specified period: 

$6 for one year, 52 issues. 
$3 for six months, 26 issues. 

o $1.50 for three months, 13 issues. 
o This is a an existing min 

subscription off if true). 

Your name 

Address 

City ...............................•.... 

BROADWAY -HOLLYWOOD 
World's most intriguing places. Where famous 
It-age. screen, radio starlS live theJr lives. Intimnte 
.stories or their stage and parrons1 doings in 

NEW STAR Natl .... 1 lIIullnttll 
YORK Amutement Wetkly 

Edited by RQland Burke Hennessy. Clever writer' 
Cf'lter comedy, tragedy. fascination of professional 
life, I)ortraits and unusual pictures of faroritt'll',. 

i~iu.~Pli. $5 sfAa~. (rJ6lSS8~~~dwa~.PENC.':L~o/ .. : 
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ot iner an T 
ualit 

is , Dalftic in Tone Ii!! 

Try AC Dynamic Erla-No Matter on What Set 
Will These Facts: Tone Unexcelled, 

sensitivity most remarkable 

T o WORK tnis speaker, put plug into AC walL 
lamp socket or convenience outlet of set, connect 
tips to outvut posts of set, a1l4 tune in. 

Here are the tethnical data on the AO uYoami-o Erla: 
10 feet long power leads with plug 
10 ("}et long ~peaker leads with one .. inch terminal tips 
Outside diameter of cone, 9 inches 
Depth of sneaker, 8 inches 
O"erall width of speaker. 9.5 inches 
Mounting board, detachable, 10 % x12'l4.x % Inchc, 
Burtu: cone 
Diamf'ter of central magnet :pole, L5 inches 
Flexible spring mounting oC tip of oone, and moving coil 
:Moving {)oil aceuratelY cent.er~mouoted 
Depth of magnet strueturcI 4.5 inches 
Outflide diameter of mtl).!net structure. 4.5 inches 
Bullt~in (un~;yave \Vestlnghouse Rectox dry rectifier 
Husity output transformer buUt in; heavy core~ shielded 
Superior workmanship 
Thick felt buffers -on front of cone edges 
Built-in power transfOrrn-E"f tor recttfiJ3r 
\.Vill stand output of 251) tubes in push .. pull and work 

tubes, single or push .. pul1 
Tona quality is uni<urp8ssed 

Our Guaranty! 
We have had conshletabte experience with AC 

dynamic chasses, and it is our firm conyiction this is 
the best one wa have 'iifered IS? far. 

Sn ooH'finced are we that you wHl he overjored 
flOW the reproductIon afforded by this Erla chassis 
that we ask you to buy it at no risk to yourseU 
whatsoever. Order one shipped C.O.D. Try it for 
five days H for any rea$on you desire to return it 

~~lC~ha~n1i~~pr~~saS;e a;iu '1:idvi~~t:ef~11s Y~~d€~fr~~:~~ I 
ants ap;)1ies only to the Erla chassis. _~ ___ L 

PLEASE GIVE US TWO WEEKS 
for changing your address, showing new 
renewal expiration date, etc. Subscrip
tion orders are arriving in such large 
numbers that it takes two weeks to 
effectuate the change. RADIO WORLD, 
145 West 45th St., N. Y. City. 

$ .50 

1n any --_ .... _, 
Acoustical Engineering Associates 

143 "Vest 45th Street New York, N. Y. 
Please ship at once, express C.O.D., one Erla 

dynamIC chassis, 110 volt AC, 5U .. 60 cyclea, as 
advertised, at $12.50, on a five· day guaranty 
or money· back if not completely satisfied, in· 
cluding cartage money, which applies to the 
Erla offer only. 

Name ........................................... , 

Address ........................................ . 

City .............. " ...... State ................. , ------

I 
I 
J 
I 
J 
I 

RADIO WORLD'S BOOK SERVICE 

has been found of great value not only 
by radio fans, constructon, etc" but also 
by radio and other technical school. 
throughout the country. See the radio 
books advertisements in this issue. 

Quick Action Classified Ads 
Radio World's Speedy Medium for Enterprise and Sales 

10 cents a word - 10 words minimum - Cash with Order 
ARISTOCRAT FLOOR SPEAKER-With Mold· 
ed Wood Horn and Horn Motor built in. Great 
.. alue. $14.00. Acoustical Engineering Associates, 
143 W. 45th St., N. Y. C. 

"EVERYBODY'S AVIATION GUIDE." By Maj. 
Page. $2 postpaid. Also "Modern Aircraft" by 
same author. $5. postpaid. Radio World, 145 W. 
~5tb St .• N, Y. City. 

LACAUL T'S BOOK, "Superheterodyne Con· 
Itruction and Operation." and Radio World for 8 
weeks for $1. Radio World. 145 W. 45tb St., 
N. Y. City. 

"MATHEMATICS OF RADIO."-A great help 
to everybody interested in radio. $2 po,otpaid. 
I?adio World. 145 W. '5tb St .• N. Y. Citv. 

CUSTOM.BUILT SETS: Loftin· White Amplifier 
);30. :MB29 $55. S·?vI 713 Tuncr $55. All makes. 
Complete list free. J. T. Boyer, J,'., 853 Piedmont 
Ave., \Vinsto!l"Salem, N. C. 

UL TRADYNE and m·Q 30 cheap. F, L. Hanson, 
Ilion, N. Y. 

OUTDOOR ,WORK-Get outdoor government job; 
$1680 year. Patrol forests; protect game. Writs 
for details. Bradley Inst., All, Denver, Colo, 

TWO FOR ONE. Radio World for S2 weeks and 
Radio News twelve months at the combination 
rate of $7, Radio World, 145 W. 45th St., N. Y. 

RADIOMEN: TRY FURMHOLD liquid soldering 
flux for cl~eanes.t joints YOU ever saw. Noncorrosive . 
Solder sticks Instantly. No coaxing. Big bottle 
$1. Sample, SOc. qua ran teed. Furmhold Co" 
109·24 208th St., BellaIre, N. y, 

"'FORD MODEL 'A' CAR." Its Construction 
Operation and R"pair, By Victor W. Page M E 
545 P~ges, 251. Sp.edally Made Engraving;. $2: 
!:J:;~'Ii! .. Radto World, 145 W. 45th St., N. Y. 

"AUDIO POWER AMPLIFIERS," by IE 
Anderson and Herman Bernard, the first and 'only 
~ook; on the subject. $3.50. Hennessy Radio Pub. 
bcat·'>Tls Corporation, 145 West 45th St N Y 
City. ., • 



h Efficiency 
Tuning Coils 

Wound with non-insulated wire plated with 
genuine silv-er J on grooved fortns, these cons af .. 
ford high efficiency bec.1use of the low resistance 
that silver has to radio freguencies. The grooves 
in the mCl'l1lded bakelite forms insure accurate 
space winding, thus reducing the distributed ca
pacity, and keep the number of turns and separa
tion constant. Hence the secondary reactances 
are identical and ideal for gang tuning. 

The radio frequency transformer may be per
pendicularly or horizontally mounted, and has 
braeetl holes for that purpose. It has a center
tapped primary, so that it may be used as 
antenna coil with half or all the primary in 
circuit, or as interstage coupler, with all the 
primary on a screen grid plate cirouit, or half the 
primary for any other type tubes, including 
pent odes. 

three .. circuit tuner has a center .. tapped 
also. This tuner is of the single hole 

rnount, but may be mounted on a cha!!sis1 

preferred, by using the braced holes_ 
The secondaries are for .0005 mfd. tuning only. 

There are no models for .00035 mfd. 
These coils are excellent for popular 

circuits like the Diamond of and tuned 
radio frenquency ~ 

Diameters of form, 3 inches. 
Two-winding coil, order Cat. GRF @ 99c. 
Three-winding coil, order Cat. G-3 CT @ $1.49. 

GUARANTY RADIO GOODS C~ 
145 West 45th St .. N. Y. City 

(J us! East of aroadway) 

Please mail me:C.O.D.at <;tated priees, plus few cents 
extra tor postage, the following co11s on 5~day mon~Sfl 
back guaranty! 
Cl GRF at 9ge. D G3cT at $1.49 

Name •••.•• ~ ..•....... , .....•.•............•••• ~.~ ••. 

AddrC38 ., •••••.•••... ' ..••..•... , ......•.•.•• + ••••••• 

OIty ....................... State •.•.. : •.•••..•..... 

H ere is a 0-1 milliammeter, accurat, 
to plus or 1ninus 1 % I cleaTly legible to 
two-one hundredths of a milliampere 
at any reading (20 microampere-s) , 
This expertly made precision instru
ment is offet-ed at the lowest price so 
far for a 0-1 mao Order Cat. FO-l 
at $5.95. C. O. D. 

Guaranty Radio Goods Co. 
143 West 45th Street, 

New York City 
ARISTOCRAT FLOOR SPEAKER 

With Molded Wood Horn and Horn 
Motor built in. Good value. $12.00. 
Acoustical Engineering Associates, 143 W 
.tr:.h c;:. N V r. 

ORLD 

it ms 
~ 

la r 
of Latest COlnrnercial Receivers 

s manufacturer's name 
obtainable for the first 

of the latest giving the 
and model number on each diagram, are now 

receivers. These diagrams were 
"Trouble Shooter's Manua1." The 115 
on sheets 80 x 11 inches, constitute a 
tained in "Trouble Shooter's Manual." 

the most important screen grid 
by John F, Rider, author of 

each in black and white 
supplement to the diagrams COl1-

There is no duplication of the diagrams that appear in the "Manual." The 115 
the diagram presentation started in the diagrams additional and being up-to-date 

"Manual. 

AU O'wners of "Manual" :Need These Diagrams 

Y au triple the value "Trouble Shooter's Manual" by getting these 115 new 
diagrams of latest 1·(,(''''''''''·~ and power supplies, Every service man needs all the 

diagrams he can get. Here the list of 115 diagrams, known as Catalog SP·No. 1: 
Alldiola 30B and 7330 Sereen Orid 
Balkl!. Model !' 
Crosley 4111., 42 A.C. 
CroSley 609, 610 A.C. 
Crosley 20, 21. 22 .creen orld 
Crosley 308, SIS, 33S screen grid 
Crosley 804 A.C. 
Crosley, 408. 418, 428. 82S screen urid 
Crosley 60S, 6 I 8. 828 scree" grid 
sonora Ele,tric phonograph 7P 
Sonora ASO, A32 
Sonora B31 .oro.n grid 
Sonora ABO Sonora MO Sonora A44 
Kennedy royal 00 Kennedy model 10 
Kennedy model 20 ~rcen grid 
Stewart· Warner 900 A.C. 
Stewart- Warner 950 battery soreen grid 
Stewart-Worner 950 A.C, screen grid 
Stewart-W.rner 95n D.C. scr ••• grid 
AutomaUe Eleotrte model B ..... n grid 
Radiata 44 screen grid 
Radiol. 47 screen grid Radiola 66 
Majestie 90 
Majedie $)PR pnwor unit 
MajesUe 9P3 power unit 
Str(lmb,aro~Carls{l" 641 screen nrid 
Strombefl~~Carlson 642 screnn grid 
Stramberg 8 Carlson 846 sCl'een grid 
Edison RI, R2 and C2 
Edison RI, R2 and C2 (25 eyel •• ) 
Edison R4, R5 •• d C4 
Parts list for Edison R4, R5 and 04 
Edls •• CI 
Ameri"". Bosch 54 D.O. horaen grid 
Vietor R32 .nd R E45 
Grebe 81{ 4 A.C. s .. een grid (early moden 
Grchtl R I< .i A~C. <creen grid (lats model) 
Grebe SK " 11.C. ~oref!n arid 
Grp.he 4.2B DeLux-Q e:onsole 
Traveler A.C. jlOWAf pack 
Erla 224 A.C. scree. grid 
Silv-er .. MarstuiU a08 !;creen arid 
Silver·~larshall 30C .eree. grid 
SlIver·l\farshall 300 •• r.e. grid 
SIIWlr-Marshall SOE •• raen grid 
EVfIeariy I, 2. and" Eveready series 30 
Eveready series 40 
Eveready series 50 $:ereen grid 
St.inite 40, 50 and 102 St.lnlt. 50 pow.r unit 
All Am~ri""n Mohawk 9fi screen grid (60 eycle) 
All Amorl",. Mohawk 90 (25 cyele) 
All Amerioan MohaWk 90 (60 eyelo) 

All America. Mohawk 70, 73 and 75 
Gulbranson Model C (Rarlv modal) 
Gulbransen Model C (lat. model) 
Bremer-Tully 7-10 nnd 1.71 
Bromer-TullY 01 and 82 
Earl 21, 22 Earl 31, 32 Earl 41, 42 
Phil.o 65 sor ••• 91'i<l Philco 76 .,reo. orid Phil.o 87 
PhUw 95 SCl'6fHi grid 
Peerless Eleotrostatic series! screen grid 
Fad. 20 and 20Z Fada 22 batterY 
Fada 25 and 252 screon grid 
Fada 25 and 21lZ screen grid with 111250 and M250% 

EI •• lrl. unlu 
Fada 35 and 35.1: s.reen grid Fad. 75 and 77 scr'"n grid 
arllnswlck 5 NC8 Radio Chassis Sehemati. 
Brunswick NCS. Audio Chassis Schematic 
Brunswir.lc NCB and 3 NCB Audi. Chassis Sohematic 
Brunswick Nca .. blnet wiring 
BrunswiCk NCB Radl. Chassi$ Schematic 
Brunswick :I NCS cabinet Wiring 
Brunswick 814, 821, S31, 581. SH2 ,er •• n grid Radl. 

Ch.ssl, Schematic 
Brunswiek 814, S21, S31, 381, SB2 scro.n grid Radl. 

Chassl, Actual 
Brun'wlck S14, 52!, SSI, SB2 Audio Chassis Schematic 

(25 oycle) 
Brunswlek S14, 821, S81, S32 Audi. Chassis Sehemati. 

(60 eye Ie) 
Bruvswick 814, S21, S81, S82 Audio Ch ... ls Actual (25 

cycle) 
Brunswick S14, S21~ 88", S82 Audio Chassis Actual 

(60 cyele) 
Brunswick S31, Audio Cha~sl. Sehomatl. (60 .. clo) 
Brunswick S31 AudiO Chassis Actual (60 eycle) 
BrunSWick 3 KRB tabine.t wiring 
arunswiok 8 KR8 Radio Chassis 
Brunswick 3 KR8 Audio Chassis Sehemati. 
Brunswick S KR8 Audio Chou I. Actual 
Brunswir.lc 6 NO Radio Chassis Schematio 
arunswi.k 5 NO Socket Pow", Schematic 
Brunswick 5 NO Socket Power Actual 
arunswick 3 KilO and 3 KR6 Radio Chassis 
Brunswick a KRO and 3 KR6 Sock.t Power 
Brunswick 5KR, 5KRO, 2KRO Socket Power 
Brunswi,k 51(R, 5KRO, 3KRO, 2KRO, 5KR6 Socket 

Power 
Brunswick 5i<R, 5KRO, 2KRO, 5KR6 Radio Chassis 
Amrad BeI .. Canto &erie& 
Sparto" B9, Sparton 89A, Sparte" 49 
Sparton ensemble 
Sparton 931. 301 D.C., Sparton 931 A.C. 
Sparton 110 A.C., Spart." 301 A.C. 

is an opportunity to obtain these hard-to-get wiring diagrams of modern radio receivers. 
are vunched with three standard holes ior loose-leaf binding. Each diagram is on a separate 

you will see by glancing ,through the above list, these diagrams include the popular receivers 
Electrical COlls!an!s are' indicated on the majority of the diagrams and in many cases the 

layouts are shown with color coding. 
These schematicS' ,\v111 ~s3ve a. good deal of tim,e. No nl0re tracing circuits! 7he diagrams 

are a part of your eqtlipment. 
"lVe offer individual drawings. Please usc coupon below. 
Subscribe for \VORLD for six mouths at tbe price, $3.00, and' have 'these diagrams 

delivered to you other premium with this $3.00 

RADIO WORLD,··14S West 45th Street, New York, N. Y. 
Just East of Broadway. 
o Enclosed find $3.00. fur which send me RADIO WORLD for six mO\1ths (26 one each week 

for 26 weeks) and as a premium send me postpaid, FREE, Cat. SPK No.1, COllsisting of 115 separate 
diagrams, compiled .by John F. Rider, as listed in your advertisement. 

o Enclosed find $6.00 iiir which send me RADIO WORLD for one year (52 issues) 
send Rider's "TrcYiipl~Shooter's Manual" free. 

o Enclosed find $9.00. me RADIO WORLD for a year and a half (78 issues) 
above premiums free. 

o This is a renewal of subscription. (Put cross in square, if true.) 

and as a premium 

and send both of 

Natne ...... , ..• , .• ~ •......•• , •• ~,,~.~.+ •••••...•....•• ~* •••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••• ~ ........ ~ ••••••••••••• ~,.;, 

Address 
,. 

••••••• ~ •••••••••• ~,~,,}~: !-:'-' ~ ~ ••••••• , •••••• ~ ••••••• , •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••• ~ &~ ••••••• ~ .... ~ .. ~~ .. " •• 

ritv .-w ......................... , ••• State ................ _ ............. . 



RADIO 

NEW OTING 
Illumination Continuity Polarity Tester FREE with Outfit! 

lllustratJoo -tOOV8 

I. %/3 1CIlle. 

Your 

$1 
Complete 

1II •• leatl .. 
"Mktt lID. 
... d CI .... 
,.I.rlb .1 

Nt .. I ••• 

Tuttr. Vtl' 
8b ........ 11 

Vln.lIy. a1 •• 
DO 1I11t. A 
I. "alit 't. 

J·III Multiplier. upp., lolt .. willt U,: below It. J.joe Multlpllor wllb Up: ,Iuu. Ion to 
rluht, J·19. .onforms UV I6tht to UX ,lUll J.20 .... nftrm, UX telter Ittktt It 

U V 199 tubo: J -24. t. tut Konogg and olD .lYIe Artturul tub ••• 

Makes All Necessary Tests in a Jiffy and Simplifies Service Workl 

T
HE new Jllly T~.t.r. 1-245·X. I •• rompl.t ••• nlclne outllt. II 
consists of a three~meter assembly in a metal cage. with slip-on 
con! and , eabls plu.r. TbAff'l aMI ~n .d.p~u. It b ,lta1 to: 

be;lt~i\ifsm~~~~t O:~:\)f~'Y~~6 e:bfee~t:n: :~i~:~n%Cket of & ,reeeint. 

r~ttt:it~ldt~: ih~S~ve~es~~~e, ~18t!hecu~~~l: ~~d ~$\no~ t~einI:~~~~~:i P~l~:! 
foltage up- to 300 volts; illament or hester volUJii:$ (AC or DC). Ul) 

to E!~h V~l!;er may be used independentlJo. One or the adaPteu-a pail 
&f test leads, one red. the other blaek. witb tiP jack terminlls--BttTea 
thl. purpose. Mu!t1pll •• J-I06 extends the TOnw •• r the DC .oltmete, 
to 600 volts, but thlo ,eadlng must b. obtained 
leading, on the 0-69 •• a1. of the DC .oJlmet.r, 
of the AC voltmeter for nne of voltage itt. necen 
".Ie while Multl!>!! .. J·Ul extend. the AC .. ,I. 
DOwer transformer secondaries, 

The other adapters permit the testing of speciai receiver tuhc!I. 81} that 
te,ts may be made, In all. of 22 durer.n! tube" 201A, 200A, 
UX199, U'V199, 120. 240. In. InA. 112. llU. 245. 224, 222. 228. 
280. 281. 227. 226, no. 250. Kellou tube' and old style Aroturu, tub ••. 

W HEN servicing a radio set, ··power amplifier, speech amplifier Of sound 
reproduction or recording equipment, the cirCllits and voltages are almost 
inaccessible. unless a plug.in tester is used. 

The Jiffy 245.X plugs in and does everything you want dolie, It consists of: 
(1)-Theencased three· meter assembly: with ~.prong(UX) and S·pronll' 

(UY) sockets built in; changeover switcn built in, from O·ro .. to (MOO rna.; 
ten vari·colored jacks, five of them to receive <he vad-colored tipped ends of 
the plug cable; grid push_button, that when pushed in connectlJ grid direct 
-to the cathode for 224 and ZZ7 tubes, to note change in plate CIlrrent. and thu. 
.horts the signal input. 

(2)--4-prong adapter lor 5·prong plug of cable. 
(3)-Screen grid cable for testing screen grid tubes. 
(4}-Pair 01 Test Leads for individual use of meters. 
(5)-J .106 Multiplier, to make 0·300 DC read 0·600. 
(6)-J-llLMultiplier, to make 0·140 AC read 0·560. 

~ .. _ -. _ ............... - - ..., _. _AIIIif III - - - __ - ... _, 

(7)-Two jack tips to facilitate connection of multipliers to jack. in tester. 
(8), (9), (lO)-Three adapters 80 UVl99 and Kellogg tubes !Day be tested. 
Ol)-IlIumination Tester. 

-

GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO. 
143 West 45th Str •• t, Just East of Br.adway. 
N. Y. City. 
o Please Rend me on 5-d81 money-back guaranty Jour J*245~X J1fty 

Tester. complet~, with aU 10 adapters, and with lHuminated Tester 
~n~E~ectr~~~ i:~~ ~~i~'g 1~n~m~tV~n_ 1ni~truct10n sheet, tube data aheet I 

CJ PI •• , •• hlp C. O. D. @ $15.82 plu, c.rt.~. and p, O. lee, 
I 
I 

NAME ................................................................ I 
ADDRESS ............................................................ I 

I 

I 
CITY ............................... STATE ............... , ....... .. 

GUARANTY 

The illumination tester will disclose cont'inuiti.. and opens and also the 
polarity of DC hcuse mains. It is as handy as a pencil and fits in your vest 
pocket, It works on voltages from 100 to 400. There are two electrodes in a 
N eon lamp in the toP of the instrument. On AC botb electrodes light. On 
DC only one lights, and tbat one is negative of the line. the light being on 
the same side as the lead. Hence the illuminator shows whether tested source 
is AC Of DC. and if DC. which side Is negative, 

Even the output 01 the speaker cord will show a light. 
Also. tlie device wi!! test which fuses are blown in fused house lines. AC or 

DC. Besides it tests ignition of spark plugs of automobiles, boat. and airplanes, 
also faulty or weak spark plUIlS, 

Just flash on the illumination tester momentarily. It will last about '1,000 
flashes. 


